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Introduction
New organizations have emerged from the increasing adoption of the Internet. One example
is the so-called virtual community. Most virtual communities consist of people focused on
solving or discussing a certain problem or issue. Literature about collective action (Olson,
1965) and common property resource management (Ostrom, 1990) predicts that
cooperation and coordination in such communities would be difficult to achieve and sustain.
Perhaps this is why many virtual communities remain popular for just a limited amount of
time without ever having much economic impact. One exception, however, is the so-called
open source and free software communities.
In open source and free software communities, Internet users, primarily hobbyists, develop
an enormous variety of software. Communities like Linux, Apache and Debian are the
flagships of open source and free software communities. These communities have proven
themselves capable of developing software that can compete with the products of even a
commercial software giant like Microsoft.
The names open source and free software refer to a central feature of the communities, namely
openness and free availability of source code, which is the human-readable part of software.
Open source and free software communities treat the intellectual property of software in a
unique way. Whereas companies guard their intellectual property as a company secret, open
source and free software communities treat their intellectual property as a public good, as
something that should belong to the commons. Everybody with access to the Internet can
download, use, modify and redistribute the software and source code developed in these
communities. This viewpoint is quite different from that of companies that use intellectual
property rights to exclude others from using their intellectual property.
Open source and free software communities have also created innovative mechanisms to
protect their public goods from companies that want to privatize it. A group of these
mechanisms is the open source and free software licenses, which have done more than just protect
the communities and their underlying principles. These licenses have forced companies to
invent new strategies that leverage between the free availability of software and the desire to
make a profit.
Questions guiding the research
This report answers five questions related to open source and free software communities.
1. Why have open source and free software communities created so many different
licenses to protect their intellectual property?
a. What are the differences between the licenses?
b. What functions are expressed by the licenses?
c. What is the legal status of the licenses?
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2. What influence do licenses have on the organization of the communities and their
ability to innovate?
3. What are the intellectual property rights on software and what are the differences
between the rights in Europe and the United States?
4. What are the tensions between the way open source and free software communities
deal with intellectual property and the way that companies protect and use their
intellectual property?
5. What regulatory arrangements can deal with the tensions between the corporate
model and the open source and free software development model?
Extensive research into the literature on open source and free software communities
provided some answers to the questions. Interviews performed in both the United States
and the Netherlands yielded further information. These interviews were held with a wide
variety of people, including developers from various communities and businesses and
experts in the field of intellectual property.
Structure of the report
Chapter one provides an elaborate introduction to open source and free software
communities. This chapter identifies and discusses a number of characteristics that will be
referred to again in the other chapters.
The second chapter discusses two surprising observations. The first is that open source and
free software is a public good. Normally public goods suffer from a lack of people who are
motivated to provide them. This second chapter first discusses why this is not an issue in the
communities. The second observation is that, in the absence of collective decision-making,
open source and free software developers retain their ability to be innovative. The second
part of this chapter thus identifies the mechanisms that ensure their continuous innovative
ability.
Chapter three introduces intellectual property rights. It argues that both copyrights and
patents try to balance two goals. One is to create incentives for innovation and the other is
to ensure that knowledge is shared among companies and individuals. The chapter also
discusses software development in companies, arguing that companies use intellectual
property rights mainly as a means to protect their investments against other companies and
individuals. The chapter concludes with a number of threats that companies and their use of
intellectual property rights pose to open source and free software communities.
The fourth chapter describes three groups of mechanisms that protect the communities
from the threats of companies. The first group of protection mechanisms is the so-called
open source and free software licenses. A number of these licenses is presented and discussed. The
second group is what we like to call beachheads, which are foundations created by people in
open source and free software communities. The primary goal of the foundations is to create
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one entity that can act against, for example, infringement of a license. The third group is a
collection of strategies that the foundations as well as individuals regularly use to protect
themselves against threats from companies.
The fifth chapter starts with the claim that most companies feel they should get involved in
open source and free software, otherwise they might miss out on a great opportunity.
Problem is they cannot claim intellectual property on the software. This chapter identifies a
number of strategies employed by hardware manufacturers, software developers and
corporate users in their involvement in open source and free software. These strategies are
hybrid in that they use the openness and free availability of source code to create value and
make money.
Chapter six concludes the report with an analysis and summary of the answers to the
questions that underlie the research.
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Chapter 1 - Describing open source & free software communities
1.1 - Introduction
This chapter introduces a new and
fascinating phenomenon, namely open
Source code
source and free software communities.
“The source code for software is the human- The communities are fascinating for a
readable instructions, which make up the number of reasons. For instance, they
software, before it is translated into something connect thousands of extremely diverse
computer-readable (a binary file). Source in people. Programmers, translators, testers
hand, a skilled person will be able to and authors from almost every region of
understand how the software has been the world contribute to the development
constructed and make desired modifications. of open source software, without ever
Companies treat source code as business seeing each other in real life. Some of
secrets, as all software related development them spend four to ten hours a day on
efforts are reflected in the source code. The the development of software, whereas
source code for software may be compared to others contribute only once a week or
the blueprint of a construction. In order to use less. The relatively open physical
software, source code has to be compiled. boundaries to enter and exit also create a
When source code is compiled, a special dynamic
and
rapidly
changing
program (a compiler) translates the human- community. This chapter explains the
readable source code into a machine-readable origin and some of the characteristics of
code, which a computer can understand” open source and free software
(Edwards, 2001a, p. 4).
communities. But first it illustrates the
popularity of open source and free software using some statistics from the Internet. We will
see that not only hobbyists use open source and free software. On the contrary, more and
more companies are switching to the software to support even their most critical business
processes.
1.2 - Popularity of open source and free software
Open source and free software applications and operating systems are becoming increasingly
popular. Until recently companies saw the software as a toy for hobbyists, but nothing more.
A statement in January 1999 by Richard Schmalensee, Dean of the Sloan School of
Management at MIT, marked the beginning of the rapid rise in popularity of open source
and free software. The dean’s fantastic remark was that the software could become a
potential competitor to Microsoft. No one in the courtroom where the dean made the
statement could believe that open source and free software could ever become even a
remote threat to Microsoft (Wayner, 2000, pp. 2-5). They were proven wrong though. Some
applications have indeed managed to gain a large market share and seriously threaten
Microsoft’s hegemony. The market for Web servers, for instance, is not dominated by
Microsoft software, but by an open source application called Apache. The Apache HTTP
Web server currently hosts 67 percent of all active websites on the Internet, which is clearly
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more than the 25 percent held by Microsoft. Figure 1.1 illustrates the relative market shares
of Apache and Microsoft.1
In recent years, more and more companies have made the switch to open source and free
software, proving that the software is more than just a toy for a group of hobbyists.
Especially on mainframes, open source and free software has become a viable alternative to
commercially developed software. One of the companies that sells open source and free
software is Red Hat. Red Hat has managed to make a profit, even though its software can be
downloaded from the Internet for free. It does so by charging a fee for support and services.
The Red Hat website has a list of companies that use its open source and free software
applications and operating systems. Among the companies listed are Shell, using free
software to run its custom-made seismic models; Kenwood, using free software to support its
accounting and point-of-sale operations; the US army, to keep track of its technical manuals,
field guides, specifications and forms; Butler Hospital, to document patient care; and the
French daily Le Figaro, depending on free software to publish its national newspaper.2

Figure 1.1 – Totals for active servers across all domains June 2000 to August 20023
So who or what has written all this software? Where does the software come from and how
does it work? Who owns the software and determines its future direction? The next section
provides some answers to these and other questions.

The figure is from the website of a company called Netcraft. “Netcraft offers a range of services in
the areas of World Wide Web Publishing, Internet Security, and Contract Systems & Network
Management” (cited from their website: http://www.netcraft.com/info.html, last visited September
2002).
2 Taken from the Internet: http://www.redhat.successes.com/Classification_4_
SCStoryCategoryOverviewPage_industries_and_solutions.html (last visited September 2002).
3 The figure is from the Internet: http://www.netcraft.com/survey/ (last visited September 2002).
1
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1.3 - Historical development of openness
The underlying principle of open source and free software communities is openness.
Openness in the communities is a central value of what Himanen (2001) likes to call the
“hacker ethic”. Openness allows “the results of… creativity to be used, developed, and
tested by anyone so that everyone can learn from one another” (Himanen, 2001, p. 140).
The first evidence of the value of openness can be traced back to the origin of the Internet.
As we will see, the habit of openness and knowledge sharing is not new, but is something
that existed long before the terms open source and free software were introduced.
The origin of the Internet
The researchers who created the Internet freely exchanged their ideas, knowledge and
technical specifications in notes. These were later called Requests for Comments (RFCs)
(Naughton, 1999; Tiggelaar, 1999; Abbate, 1993). The values of the RFCs were friendliness,
cooperation and consensus (Naughton, 1999). RFC #3 explains:
The content… may be any thought, suggestion, etc. related to the HOST software or other
aspect of the network... These standards (or lack of them) are stated explicitly for two
reasons. First, there is a tendency to view a written statement as ipso facto authoritative, and
we hope to promote the exchange and discussion of considerably less than authoritative
ideas. Second, there is a natural hesitancy to publish something unpolished, and we hope to
ease this inhibition (Abbate, 1993).

Thus, in these early days the open exchange of ideas was clearly visible.
Richard Stallman and free software
This openness also prevailed in the 1970s and 1980s when the University of Berkeley and
AT&T developed the Unix software, which was the first operating system for mainframes.4
AT&T, Berkeley and other research programs and scientists shared the source code freely,
which resulted in an increasingly popular product. In the 1980s AT&T began looking for
ways to make a profit from Unix, and it started asking “people who used Unix at the
universities to sign nondisclosure agreements” (Wayner, 2000, p 34). Few researchers saw a
problem in these agreements, but one did. His name was Richard Stallman. He felt that the
nondisclosure agreement allowed too few people to read and exchange the source code. He
saw AT&T as a central, controlling force and thus as an enemy of openness and the free
sharing of knowledge (Wayner, 2000). He therefore started his own project, which he called
GNU: “GNU’s Not Unix.” Stallman’s philosophy was that everyone should be able to use
the GNU software without signing a nondisclosure agreement. Everyone should be able to
download, use and modify the software in complete freedom. Under the GNU name Stallman
developed a lot of software, much of which is still popular. The most famous products are
4 Unix can still be seen as one of the most important operating systems for large mainframes. Unix
lies at the heart of some of the best-known operating systems for the mainframe, namely Solaris by
Sun and HP-UX by Hewlett-Packard. Unix has never managed to attain a large market share on the
desktop though.
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GNU Emacs, which is a highly customizable text editor, and the GNU C Compiler (GCC),
which converts C source code into a binary file that the computer can understand.
On the GNU website (www.gnu.org) Richard Stallman explains his concept of free software in
more detail, stating that free is used as in free speech and not as in free beer. Thus, Stallman
doesn’t object to the commercial use, development and distribution of software, as long as
the source code remains open and freely available. Many people feel that Stallman’s GNU
manifesto and his new Free Software Foundation (FSF) marked the beginning of a
revolution. He still has many followers, but there are also those who disagree with him. They
feel that Stallman is too rigid in his ideas and are more comfortable with the more practical
definition of open source software. This report tries to use both of the names, as Richard
Stallman asked us to always mention both: “Make sure that you always mention free
software and open source. That gives us equal attention, so we can’t complain.” 5
Berkeley Software Distribution
As AT&T began demanding that researchers sign nondisclosure agreements, a small group
of developers from Berkeley was growing dissatisfied with AT&T. They decided to take a
different path from Stallman’s however. Instead of leaving the university, they started to
develop their own open version of Unix, which they called the Berkeley Software
Distribution (BSD). The developers from Berkeley shared BSD with hundreds if not
thousands of people and even companies, like Sun Microsystems (Wayner, 2000). BSD had
one big problem though; it was built on source code developed by AT&T. AT&T had spent
billions of dollars to develop Unix and wanted to earn the money back. Therefore, it started
a lawsuit against Berkeley claiming ownership of the entire Unix software. This resulted in a
long legal fight, which came to an end in January 1994. By then BSD had cleaned from the
software all the code that was originally written by AT&T. Berkeley celebrated the end of the
legal fight by releasing the first completely free 4.4 BSD-Lite some months later (Wayner,
2000).
Currently there are three different non-commercial BSD projects, namely FreeBSD,
OpenBSD and NetBSD. They all originate from the first BSD system and resemble each
other. Yet every BSD project has a different focus and therefore attracts different people
who download, use and modify the software. A developer from iXsystems explains:
Differences between the systems are, for instance, the way of handling the processes or the
drivers. You would still have to make changes if you were installing drivers, regardless of
whether people from other BSD projects had already written the drivers. You can’t just copy
the driver from one BSD community to the other. 6

5
6

Cited from an interview with Richard Stallman.
Cited from an interview with Matt Olander.
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Linus Torvalds and Linux7
Openness is also a central value in the development of one of the most popular operating
systems, namely Linux. Linux is
the name given to a kernel,
A kernel
which is at the heart of an
A well-written kernel can be compared with a fine
operating system. A young
hotel, in which the guests are the software, the physical
Finish student named Linus
hotel is the hardware and the kernel is a “sort of
Torvalds built the first parts of
combination of the mail room, boiler room, kitchen,
the kernel. He bought his first
and laundry room for a computer… The guests check
computer while doing his
in, they’re given a room, and then they can order
computer science study. He
whatever they need from room service and a smoothly
faced one big problem though
oiled concierge staff. Is this new job going to take an
and that was the choice of a
extra megabytes of disk space? No problem, sir. Right
good operating system. Only
away, sir. We’ll be right up with it. Ideally, the software
Unix interested him, but the
won’t even know that other software is running in a
license he needed to install the
separate room” (Wayner, 2000, p. 56).
software
was
much
too
expensive.
The only real alternative at that time was a small clone of Unix, called Minix. A Dutch
professor named Andrew Tanenbaum had developed Minix to teach his students the basics
of Unix. He wanted to keep the software simple though and therefore did not include any of
the suggestions he received from the people using Minix.
Torvalds quickly got bored with Minix and started experimenting with a new kernel, which
he developed from scratch. A few months later he finished the first experimental version of
the new kernel Linux. At that time, the kernel was very basic and could perform only simple
tasks. Still he felt he had developed something that worked surprisingly well.
The next step in the development of Linux was a message that Torvalds posted on the
Internet. In his message he provided the source code of the kernel and invited other people
to take a look at it and suggest further improvements. At first ten people downloaded the
source code and five sent back bug fixes, code improvements and new features (Naughton,
1999). Torvalds then took the time to review the responses and always explained why he
chose to ignore or add a suggestion. Many people on the Internet were attracted to this
development model. As a result, a thousand people had downloaded the Linux kernel only a
year after he had posted his original message. By then, the kernel had become a functional
operating system that counted 40,000 lines of code.8 From then on, the development of
See Torvalds, L. and D. Diamond (2001) Gewoon voor de Fun, Karakter Uitgevers, Uithoorn for a
more elaborate discussion of the start of the Linux project and the motivations driving Linus
Torvalds.
8 Josh McHugh (1998) Linux: The Making of a Hack, a Forbes article taken from the Internet:
http://www.forbes.com/forbes/1998/0810/6203094s1.html (last visited July 2001).
7
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Linux went amazingly fast, and in less then ten years Linux became a reliable product and a
real threat to Microsoft (Wayner, 2000).
The name ‘open source’
Open source software and open source communities were first introduced in 1998 by two experienced
software developers, Bruce Perens and Eric Raymond. Eric Raymond was invited by
Netscape to give a presentation on the characteristics and benefits of the new free software
phenomenon. They wanted to sell the concept to Netscape, but they felt that the term ‘free’
in ‘free software’ was not the kind of word that companies would typically like to be
associated with. Therefore they needed to come up with something different. That’s when
they decided on open source. The term open, in their opinion, better reflects the essence of this
new phenomenon. Most software companies treat the source code of their software as a
blueprint, as knowledge that needs to be protected. Open source and free software
communities keep the source code of their software open and visible to everyone who wants
to see and understand it. Bruce Perens and Eric Raymond therefore felt that open source
was the right term to express the philosophy of open and available source code.
1.4 - The communities
Roles in open source communities
There are a number of different roles in open source and free software communities. The
two most important are the credited developer and the maintainer (Moon and Sproull, 2000, p.
12). Other roles are contributor, user and release manager.
According to Edwards (2001a), most open source and free software communities have a
maintainer who is the central person of the project and, as such, is responsible for it.
According to Raymond (1998), there are three ways to become maintainer in a community.
The first is to start a community. By starting a project one is automatically recognized as the
project’s maintainer. This is exactly how Linus Torvalds became the maintainer of the Linux
kernel. The second is through title
Maintainers and orphans
transfer. There are many examples in
which maintainers hand over their title to
Debian is an open source project that
another developer. Usually, they do so
consists of many hundred maintainers. If a
because they have lost interest in
maintainer neglects the duties that go with
maintaining that particular piece of
the position, the project is labeled an orphan
software. The third way is through a lapse
and as such put in an orphanage. The
by the current maintainer. This works as
orphanage is a site where the orphan waits
follows. A developer improves the original
for a developer to take responsibility for it
code and asks the maintainer to include
and become the new maintainer. To become
the improvements in the software. If a
the new maintainer a developer has to
minimum period of time elapses without
announce their intentions to the larger
the developer receiving any response from
community. The developer becomes the new
the maintainer, the developer is free to
maintainer if no fundamental objections are
take over the project and announce
voiced by the other developers.
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himself or herself as the new maintainer of the software.9 The new maintainer announces the
transition in a number of different forums to ensure that everyone in the community (1) is
aware of the transition and (2) has opportunity to voice an objection. There is also a fourth
way to become maintainer of a project, which Raymond forgot to mention, namely forking a
project. The fork can be compared to a hostile commercial takeover (McGowan, 2001).
Here, someone makes a copy of the source code and starts a new project. Time then decides
which of the two projects will become more popular.
The credited developers are those developers
Credits file
who are named in the credits file, the project
list or a maintainer list in a particular
The credits file is a document attached to
software community (Moon and Sproull,
the software. The document lists all
2000). Credits are intended to signal the
developers that contributed source code.
value of developers, both within in a
According to Raymond, “Removing a
particular community and to people in other
person's name from a project history,
open source and free software communities.
credits or maintainer list is absolutely not
Both the credited developers and the
done without the person's explicit consent.”
10
contributors contribute improvements to the
project. The difference is that the
contributors are not ‘officially’ credited for their work.
Users in open source and free software communities come in many types. The least skilled
users do not develop code or make improvements. They just use the code and are therefore
on the outskirts of the communities. Skilled users are likely to take a more active role in the
communities, perhaps becoming a contributor or credited developer. The different types of
users are discussed in more detail shortly.
Some communities have a release manager (also known as ‘release coordinator’, ‘release dude’
or ‘head beekeeper’). The release manager develops a schedule defining deadlines for the
release of a new version of the software and is responsible for getting that schedule accepted
by the other community members. Furthermore, the release manager facilitates coordination
and communication within the community to ensure that the deadlines as defined in the
schedule are met.
Software in various forms
Most open source and free software is built around a kernel. The Linux kernel is the best
known. The kernel creates an interface between the hardware and the applications running on
the computer. In the open source and free software community many different applications
Respondents indicated that the norms require developers to wait a certain period of time. This
period can vary from a weekend to more than a month, depending on the importance of the
improvement.
10 Taken from the Internet:
http://www.tuxedo.org/~esr/writings/homesteading/homesteading/x97.html (last visited April
2002).
9
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have been developed. Examples are KDE, which is a graphical user interface; Lilypond, a
program to write sheet music; and BlueFish, a program to create websites. Most of these
applications not only differ in their expected
use, but also in the size and complexity of
Versions of software
the program and the size of the community.
Most open source software is available in
The Lilypond community, for instance,
two versions: the stable and the unstable.
consists of a maintainer, a credited developer
The stable version is the tested one, which
and a small number of other interested
means that most problems that occur
contributors. The KDE community is much
when using the product should have been
bigger, consisting of hundreds of
eliminated. The unstable version is the
contributors and probably millions of users.
developers’ version. In this version the
newest ideas and possibilities are
Most open source and free software is
implemented but not yet tested.
packaged and shipped to users in a
distribution. Distributions combine different open source and free software programs. Every
distribution consists of at least a kernel and a number of applications. Distributions generally
face the problem that the communities developing the individual products do not focus on
the interaction between their software and software from other communities:
“Communities… are still not working together enough.”11 One task of the developers
creating a distribution, therefore, is to ensure that the software in the distribution is
compatible and that it functions properly. Their goal is to make a distribution that forms a
sensible whole and is easy to use.
One of the oldest and most popular distributions is a commercial distribution called Red Hat,
which is sold by the company of the same name.12 The most interesting distribution,
however, is Debian. The Debian community connects hundreds of open source and free
software developers. Each developer is supposed to change and upload one or more
software products into the format of the Debian distribution. The developer responsible for
taking a stable version a product from the Web and preparing it to be readily imported into a
Debian distribution is called a package maintainer. Together, these package maintainers
develop a distribution that is easy to install and relatively easy to work with.
The software development process
Every open source and free software community has its own procedures and organizational
structure. They therefore have different software development processes as well. Most

Cited from an interview with John Maddog Hall.
Chapter five explains in more detail how a company can earn money from selling software that is
also available for free. The most important reason why Red Hat makes a profit is that its version of
the operating system is much easier to install than the software downloaded straight from the
Internet. Downloading the software from the Internet and installing it can be quite a difficult task,
especially when one is not a software developer. Less-skilled users of open source and free software
are usually prepared to pay for the ease of use that Red Hat guarantees.
11
12
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communities do use the Concurrent Versions System (CVS) though.13 The CVS is a clientserver repository. It is an automated system that allows remote access to source code and
enables multiple developers to work on the same version of the source code
simultaneously.14 The advantage of the CVS is that no one developer can cause major
damage: older versions of the source code are automatically stored in the CVS and can be
used as back up. Furthermore, multiple branches can exist next to each other.15
A typical software development process in the CVS starts with a first version of the
software. Developers in the community download this version and try to understand how it
works. Once they understand the software they are likely to have comments, suggestions and
other ideas. In some communities these ideas and suggestions are discussed on the
community mailing list before developers actually write source code.16 Then the developers
start writing source code to make the software better meet their needs. They can commit the
new source code to the existing version in the CVS if they have committer status.17 The
committed source code generally has one of two forms: the form of a patch or a mod. A patch
is “a temporary addition to a piece of code, usually a quick-and-dirty remedy to an existing
bug or misfeature. A patch may or may not work, and may or may not eventually be
incorporated permanently into the program.”18 A mod is short for a modification to the
source code. Compared to the patch, a mod is written with the intention of becoming part
of the source code for a long period of time. For every new commit, developers must write
what they changed, why they changed it and how they did so. This information is stored in
the log file, which enables other developers to understand what has been done.19
The CVS automatically sends an e-mail notification to everyone on the mailing list when
someone has committed a patch or a mod to the CVS. Developers on the mailing list then
try out the modification and may comment or even remove the patch or mod if they don’t
agree with it. If they really don’t like the change, developers can decide to take a version
from the CVS before the change was made and add their changes to that version. This way,
two different versions start to develop and each developer from the community can choose
which version they like most. A line starts to develop when developers constantly add
patches and modifications to a version. This line is called a head.
13 Actually one of the communities that does not use the CVS is the Linux kernel. Allegedly Linus
Torvalds does not like the tool. Until recently he rejected every kind of support tool, but currently he
is testing another tool called Bitkeeper (cited from the Linux kernel developer mailing list).
14 Based on information from the CVS home page: http://www.cvshome.org/ (last visited August
2002).
15 Based on an interview with Dirk-Willem van Gulik.
16 The PostgreSQL community is an example of a community in which developers are stimulated to
discuss their ideas first. This is to prevent them from spending a lot of time and effort writing source
code that is well-intended, but is just not good enough to be implemented (based on interviews with
Bruce Momjian and Tom Lane, both from the PostgreSQL community).
17 Not everyone can commit a patch to the CVS. Developers must first receive committer status. How
developers receive their committer status depends on the community. Some communities give out
committer status easily, but others are more hesitant.
18 Cited from the jargon files: http://www.clueless.com/jargon3.0.0/patch.html (last visited August
2002).
19 Based on an interview with Dirk-Willem van Gulik.
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Every now and then the communities deem the software ready for release.20 The software
then goes into what is called beta version. The developers have two options for proceeding.
The first is to freeze software development in the entire community and to ask every
developer to run the beta version and fix bugs.21 The second option is to create a new
version to which developers can still add their ideas and comments. Development in the
parallel version freezes and a group of developers tries to solve the bugs in it. The parallel
version is released as soon as most bugs are fixed. The two versions are integrated and a new
line of development is started after the release.
The layers of an onion22
The organization of most open source and free software communities is frequently
compared to the layers of an onion. The first, outermost layer consists of people who just use the
software. They like the software and have downloaded a particular version of it. They might
find certain bugs and sometimes may even report a bug back to the community. They might
become a member of the mailing list because they want to be notified about happenings in
the community. It is important to note, however, that users in this layer are not active
participants and are rarely software developers. Users in the second layer are the ones who
notify the rest of the community when they encounter a bug. They might even send a patch
or a notification of where a solution to a bug can be found. Users in this layer are thus more
active participants than those in the first layer. The third layer “typically includes people who
have implemented several patches and would know how to solve certain bugs.”23
Contributors are often found in this layer.
Credited developers are more likely to be found in the fourth layer of the onion. They are the
ones who actively develop the software, and they usually have certain privileges and
responsibilities. Developers with committer status are also found in this layer. These are the
developers who the communities grant access to upload and change software in the CVS.
The committer status is usually reserved for people who have proven their software
development skills. Some communities also have a fifth layer. According to Brian Behlendorf,
the fifth layer in Apache consists of members of the Apache Software Foundation, called the
ASF. Members of the foundation have certain additional privileges and tasks.24

Most developers cannot explain when and why a version is good enough to be released. Some
communities, for instance, are influenced by time of year, since they try to make a release in the same
month every year.
21 A bug is “an unwanted and unintended property of a program or piece of hardware, esp. one that
causes it to malfunction.” Cited from the jargon files: http://www.cnam.fr/Jargon/jargon.html?240
(last visited August 2002).
22 This section is based on an interview with Brian Behlendorf.
23 Cited from an interview with Brian Behlendorf.
24 People can be invited by members of the ASF to become a member. According to James Duncan
Davidson and Jason Hunter the members do not have many more privileges than the other
community members. They do have their private mailing list, though, and discuss certain licensing
issues. Dirk-Willem van Gulik agreed that the ASF has a lot of similarities with an old boys network.
20
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The thing to learn from the onion metaphor is that in the communities we cannot speak of a
single type of user. There are many different types of users and with each layer the level of
participation rises. The first layer is especially important in understanding how the
communities work. The first layer has no boundaries: anyone can go to the website and
download the software. They do not need to sign in and they do not need to be software
developers. People in the first layer can see what the rest of the community is doing by
reading the mailing lists and observing the discussions. In this way, they learn the jargon of
the community and the software development process. Edwards (2001a) discusses how the
first layer is the learning ground for new people. In this layer, newcomers can participate in
the community and are allowed to make mistakes. The first layer usually lures many people,
who may or may not be skilled developers, to become active participants in the community
and thus to move on to a next layer of the onion.
1.5 - Characteristics of the communities
The way that developers write software in the communities differs substantially from the
way software is written in companies. Previous research on open source and free software
communities suggests that a number of factors characterize these differences. Obviously the
characteristics listed differ from study to study, but some are more dominant than others.
The characteristics used in this report are based on previous research, observations of
Internet mailing lists and a large number of interviews. The characteristics are ten: (1) free
availability of source code, (2) distributed ownership and control, (3) continual influx of new
people, (4) shortage of money and hardware, (5) limited lock-in, (6) high tolerance for
mistakes, (7) open performance indicators, (8) selection through professional attention, (9)
selection based on elegance and (10) limited knowledge about end users. The remainder of
this chapter presents and discusses each of these characteristics.
Free availability of source code
The most obvious characteristic of open source and free software is the free availability of
the source code. This characteristic is what makes the communities so different from most
companies that develop software.
Distributed ownership and control
Many people argue that communities have centralized control. Their argument focuses on
the individual projects in open source and free software communities. They claim that every
project has a maintainer who is that project’s leader. The current maintainer decides whether
to accept or reject contributions from individual developers and decides the future direction
of the project (McGowan, 2001). Yet even though maintainers do have the authority and
power to make decisions, they cannot tell people what to do: “We cannot make them do
anything, we can only suggest,” says Bradley Kuhn. 25
Cited from an interview with Bradley Kuhn. The ‘we’ refers to the Free Software Foundation (FSF)
in general and Bradley Kuhn and Richard Stallman specifically.
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The position of the maintainers is indeed a strange one, as their real power is limited. One
reason for their lack of power is the
absence of centralized ownership. Legally
The role of Linus Torvalds
speaking, no one is ever the owner of a
Many researchers argue that Linus Torvalds
true open source or free software
displays behavior that makes him a
application. In most open source and free
hierarchical leader: “[T]here is no confusion
software communities the source code is
about who has decision authority in this
developed by a great number of
project. Torvalds manages and announces all
developers.26 Therefore, for most such
releases – all 569 of them to date. He acts as
software a large number of developers
a filter on all patches and new features –
each owns just a small part of it.
rejecting, accepting, or revising as he
Maintainers who start a project or receive
chooses” (Moon and Sproull, 2000, p. 8).
the title from a previous maintainer,
“From the beginning, Torvalds retained clear
therefore, do not own all the source code,
leadership of the Linux project” (Lerner and
which limits their power substantially.
Tirole, 2000, p. 15).
In fact, most maintainers control only two things. The first is the CVS or other type of
database in which the software is stored. Usually the maintainer owns the database and can
thus decide whom to grant committer status. They can also retract the committer status of a
developer. In some situations the maintainer also owns the trademark of the software. An
example is Linus Torvalds, who owns the Linux trademark. Ownership of the database and
trademark gives maintainers the right to exclude people from contributing code directly into
the database and from developing software under the trademarked name. Rejected
developers, who no longer have committer status, still have the option of sending code to
the members of the community. But they cannot control what other developers in the
community do with their contributions. Nonetheless, developers do have a large array of
tools for undermining the maintainer’s
The fork
decisions. The most radical of these is
the fork. The maintainer can only
Every fork starts out with a developer who
demand that a fork receives a new name,
decides to start a new development tree. This
as the original name is likely to be
tree can be started from inside or outside the
trademarked.
community. Usually the developer has a
different vision and thus different priorities for
So how do maintainers deal with their
the software and feels that the latest version of
lack of control and ownership?
the software has some problems. The fork is
Obviously most maintainers want the
complete when the two development trees
software to become popular and they
have “irreconcilable differences between
therefore listen carefully to what other
them”.27 Due to the lack of ownership anyone
developers in the community have to
is free to start a new development tree and
say. After some discussion they make a
thus create a potential fork.
26 In some cases the developers are expected to hand in their copyright on the source code, but this is
never done to one individual maintainer. In most cases the copyright is given to a foundation run by a
large group of developers from the project (more about this later).
27 Taken from the jargon files: http://www.tuxedo.org/~esr/jargon/html/entry/fork.html (last
visited April 2002).
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decision, which hopefully will satisfy the largest part of the community. They also try to
stimulate people to write code for the software they maintain. Yet some maintainers act in
exactly the opposite way. They act selfishly and do not respect the wishes of the majority of
the community. They decide what happens in their community and do not feel a need to
justify their behavior. These latter communities obviously have a higher chance of being
forked.
Maybe the way that maintainers behave is irrelevant, however, since in both situations other
developers can fork the software, create their own community and develop software that is
similar to and competes with the original product. The point is that the maintainers have
very little power to guide other people or decide how they should behave. They cannot force
community members to do anything they don’t want to do. They can only control what the
software in their CVS looks like.
A better reason to conclude that open source and free software communities lack hierarchy
becomes evident when we look at the structure of a software distribution. The software used
by customers and developers consists of a large number of different open source and free
software applications. Each of these applications is developed in a different community,
each with its own maintainer. At the level of the distribution or, preferably, at the macrolevel, management and hierarchy are totally absent. No single individual or group of
individuals has the power or even the possibility to make a decision that directly affects more
than one community. Therefore one can say that at the macro-level the open source and free
software communities have a power vacuum.
The power vacuum is partly enforced by the role of Linus Torvalds. Generally he is
considered to be the founding father of many open source and free software communities.
By refusing to claim authority and power at the macro-level he, purposefully or not, creates a
chaotic and frantic mess of projects in which developers and projects come and go and in
which macro-level control and ownership are clearly absent.
Resources
Raymond (1998) argues that developers in open source and free software communities live
in a “post-scarcity gift culture” that is characterized by abundance. He goes on to say that
“the open-source culture doesn’t have anything much resembling money or an internal
scarcity economy, so hackers cannot be pursuing anything very closely analogous to material
wealth” (ibid.). Raymond is right in saying that developers do not earn money for their
contributions and cannot pursue material wealth by contributing code.28 Yet this does not
mean there is no scarcity. On the contrary, open source and free software communities have

28 Most open source and free software developers indeed contribute source code merely for nonmaterial rewards. Linus Torvalds is one of the best examples of this. In his biography he describes
how he was not interested in receiving money for Linux (Torvalds and Diamond, 2001). Many
respondents argue otherwise though. They feel it is normal for them to want to earn money for their
efforts (for instance Jason Hunter and James Duncan Davidson).
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a shortage of money. Money would enable them to pay developers for contributing source code
or for finding answers to difficult questions.
Larry McVoy, an avid programmer, proto-academic, and developer of the BitKeeper toolkit,
likes to find fault with the model. It isn’t that he doesn't like sharing source code, it’s just
that he isn’t wealthy enough to take on free software projects. “We need to find a way for
people to develop free software and pay their mortgages and raise a family,” he says
(Wayner, 2000, p. 115).

Raymond (1998) also argues that open source and free software communities have unlimited
access to bandwidth, software and computing power. Kollock and Smith (1996) argue to the
contrary that bandwidth is the resource that is generally scarce in Internet communities. Not
only bandwidth is scarce though, computing power also seems to be scarce. Especially the
latest and most sophisticated hardware is scarce. Developers simply lack money to pay for it.
Therefore, they must find other ways to earn money and get access to the latest hardware.
One thing that indeed seems to be abundant is the large pool of open source and free
software developers. Many thousands of people worldwide contribute code, answer
questions, solve difficult puzzles and maintain pieces of software. This abundance of people
seems to be fed by the ease with which people can become a new member of a community.
Although there might be a high dropout rate, there is also a continual influx of new people.
Limited lock-in
Lock-in frequently occurs when people choose a particular type of software, technology or
storage medium. After their choice, they face high costs to change. Then they are said to be
locked into the software, technology or storage medium (Shapiro and Varian, 2000). Lock-in
occurs at many different levels. Most computer users, for example, are locked into the
Windows desktop environment. Especially for companies, it is very expensive to switch
from Windows to another environment, since the new software can be expensive, employees
need to be trained to understand and work with the new environment and all the hardware
must be reconfigured. This means that (corporate) users generally have little incentive to
switch to another environment and are thus locked into their original choice.
Microsoft also faces a high level of lock-in though. One reason is backward compatibility.
Windows 2000, for example, must be able to open files that were made in Windows ’95.
That means developers at Microsoft cannot completely rewrite pieces of software without
applying or at least considering the design and interfaces of previous versions of Windows.
Microsoft is thus locked in by design and development decisions that were made more than
10 years ago.
Open source and free software communities also have areas in which lock-in occurs. For
instance the choice of a distribution creates lock-in: “I keep using Red Hat, since it would
cost me too much time and effort to change the software and configurations on all my
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computers.”29 Regarding backward compatibility, “Many people use my product, so I cannot
change my programs just like that. It has to stay backward compatible.”30 Nonetheless, open
source and free software communities have a number of mechanisms to ensure a high level
of flexibility and comparatively little lock-in.
One of these is the free availability of source code. Developers and users have a number of
options when acting on modifications made to the software they use. One option is to
convince the community to reject a modification. Another is to decide not to download the
newest version of the software in which the modification has been added. A third option is
to implement the newest version of the software and remove the modification. This option
can be quite cumbersome though. A fourth option is to create an alternative development
tree, in which the modification is absent. Eventually this option could lead to a fork.
Furthermore there are a lot of competing open source and free software applications. A user
can always choose to switch to a competing application. The lock-in to a distribution is also
relative. One could reason that the choice of a distribution leads to some lock-in, but to
change distribution does not cost a lot: users need only reconfigure their computers. They
can even pay a consultant to change their software and do the reconfiguration. Moreover, a
change in distribution hardly ever affects the available choice of applications. For example,
almost every distribution includes both KDE and Gnome: the two most popular graphical
desktop environments; and users can always download a free version from the Internet if a
distribution does not include their favorite application. Thus, changing to another
distribution hardly affects the graphical desktop environment or any other application.
Lock-in is also limited for the developer, since many open source and free software
developers try to create what is called elegant code.31 “If the code is elegant, then it is flexible
and easy to change your mistakes and adapt to changes. Systems change in the course of
time. You need to be able to change. You should not be forced to rewrite entire pieces of
software.”32 Thus, elegance leads to flexibility, but also to less lock-in. Elegant software
enables other people to understand the software and makes it easier for them to rewrite the
source code.
High tolerance for mistakes
Open source and free software communities are characterized by a high tolerance for
mistakes and lots of room for trial and error. One reason why mistakes are tolerated is the
apparently constant influx of human resources. Hardly anybody in open source and free
software communities seems to worry that people are spending time developing software
that might be considered redundant in a more commercial setting (Kuwabara, 2000).

Cited from an interview with Bruce Dawson.
Cited from an interview with Andries Brouwer (translated from Dutch).
31 The concept of elegant code is explained a little later.
32 Cited from an interview with Andries Brouwer (translated from Dutch).
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Open and ambiguous performance indicators
Many companies like to measure their performance, preferably with performance indicators
that are clear and easy to understand. Examples of performance indicators are financial
measures, which can be quantified and are relatively simple to estimate. Most companies,
however, take their performance measures a step further, as evidenced by the popularity of
books like The Balanced Scorecard: Translating Strategy into Action (Kaplan and Norton, 1996).
The ‘balanced scorecard’ combines the more traditional financial performance measures with
performance measures for customers, internal business processes, and learning and growth.
In open source and free software communities this works quite differently.
Developers in open source and free software communities often develop code for fun, as is
perfectly illustrated by the title of Linus Torvalds’ biography: Just for Fun. The developers
want to create a nice program that works and fulfils their needs. Most develop the software
in their spare time and therefore can only spend a limited amount of time to develop good
code. These developers are not led by set deadlines or other clear-cut performance
indicators. “There is no need for a project team to prioritize and list action items and bestof-breed deliverables” (Wayner, 2000). “At Red Hat people work fulltime on a distribution
and they define deadlines for every new distribution. We don’t. We launch a new release
when we feel it is ready for it.”33 In other words, developers in the communities have almost
no performance indicators. The only measure seems to be elegance. But as we will see,
elegance is not easy to understand or measure, at least, not to people who are new to the
communities or have little experience in software development. Elegance appears to be an
aesthetic or artistic measure.34
Selection through professional attention
One striking feature of open source and free software communities is the apparent lack of
decisions made at the collective level. Open source and free software seems to lack a
collective level that enforces decisions on the rest of the community. In part, this is the result
of the lack of centralized ownership and control. This obviously leads to the question of
how the communities are able to make decisions and select between alternatives. Some argue
that the decisions made in the communities are an aggregation of each individual decision.
The most important selection mechanism, though, is what we call professional attention. A part
of professional attention is elicited by the following statement attributed to Lewis Moss:
Often things back down to who is willing to do the work. If you’re willing to do the work
and the person on the other side isn’t willing, then yours is the right one by definition (cited
in Wayner, 2000, p. 234).

Many times a discussion emerges about what kind of solution to a problem would be
preferred. Should we write solution x or y? Communities may argue extensively about what
alternative is theoretically best, but in the end it comes down to a developer who writes one
of the alternatives. Usually, a majority of the community adopts the alternative, because it is
33
34

Cited from an interview with Ray Dassen (translated from Dutch).
Again, the concept of elegant code is explained later.
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the only one. Developers who disagree with the written code can write their own code, code
they like. “If something takes a lot of work and you do that work and someone else wants
something different, that’s nice, but that person has to write it.”35 There is no use in
discussing the issue as long as there is just one alternative. Thus, developers who put effort
into writing code can solve discussions and conflicts.
Professional attention also leads to situations where multiple solutions have been written,
with people trying to fix things or add new features. “The best solutions would be adopted
…and the mediocre would fall by the wayside” (Wayner, 2000, p. 110). Thus projects need
to attract the attention of other developers and users to become successful and to survive in
the future. “The more a project gets attention, the more users would like to contribute to it
and become a part of the project and, as a result of this, get some of the attention”
(Bergquist and Ljungberg, 2001, p. 314). Bergquist adds, “If the project is not successful, no
one will notice it. If it is a hit, a lot of people will try to join and contribute” (ibid., p. 316).
Selection based on technical merits (elegance)
When more solutions to the same problem have been written, developers often decide
which to include based on the elegance of the source code. Elegant code combines
simplicity, power, and a certain ineffable grace of design…The French aviator, adventurer,
and author Antoine de Saint-Exup’ery, probably best known for his classic children’s book
The Little Prince, was also an aircraft designer. He gave us perhaps the best definition of
engineering elegance when he said “A designer knows he has achieved perfection not when
there is nothing left to add, but when there is nothing left to take away.”36

Donald Knuth is often seen as the founder of the concept of elegant code.37 According to
Ellen Ulman, elegance is structured and reductive. It is a term used to indicate that the
software works. At the same time, elegance is a notion of beauty. “So from the standpoint of
a small group of engineers, you’re striving for something that’s structured and lovely in its
structuredness.”38
Elegant code is an indisputable characteristic of a piece of source code. Either the source
code is elegant or it isn’t. “If you narrow your circle to a small group of good developers
then it is easy to decide what software is elegant and what is not.”39 Experienced developers
can see immediately whether code is elegant code or not. “Compare it to tightening a screw
with a pipe wrench, instead of a screwdriver. Obviously this is totally wrong… These are

Cited from an interview with Andries Brouwer (translated from Dutch).
Cited from the jargon file: http://www.cnam.fr/Jargon/jargon.html?559 (last visited August 2002).
37 From an Internet magazine called Salon.com, written by Mark Wallace in 1999:
http://www.salon.com/tech/feature/1999/09/16/knuth/index1.html (last visited August 2002).
38 Cited from an interview with Ellen Ullman by Scott Rosenberg in 1997. The interview is published
on Salon.com: http://archive.salon.com/21st/feature/1997/10/09interview.html (last visited August
2002).
39 Cited from an interview with Andries Brouwer (translated from Dutch).
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objective rules. Sometimes young and inexperienced developers like to start a discussion
about it though.”40
A problem arises when only one solution has been written. In these situations the question
changes to how good is the implementation and how effective is the solution. It is unclear
what happens if a good but inelegantly written implementation is committed to the software.
According to Dirk-Willem van Gulik from the Apache community, the solution is added,
but the developers will continue to discuss it and try to ‘clean up’ the source code. One thing
is clear though; every solution that does not do what it is supposed to do is removed from
the software right away.41
Limited knowledge about end users
The final characteristic of open source and free software communities is their lack of
knowledge about the end users of the software. Especially two types of end users are
generally neglected, namely large companies and users with little knowledge about computers
and software. Most open source and free software developers are individuals with much
knowledge about software and computers. Generally they use the software privately and
cannot relate to the specific demands of most large companies.42
Research has claimed that part of the success of open source and free software development
is due to the ability of the communities to include users in the development process (Hippel,
2001; Dafermos, 2001). Problem is that only skilled users are able to contribute to software
development. Less-skilled users cannot write software themselves and their wishes tend to
be ignored by many in the communities.43 Open source and free software development
“tends to be geared to the more sophisticated users… Certainly, the greatest diffusion of
open source projects appears to be in settings where the end-users are sophisticated” (Lerner
and Tirole, 2000, p. 9).
1.6 - Summary
This chapter introduced open source and free software communities, providing information
on the communities’ organization and their historical development. The final section
presented and discussed ten characteristics of open source and free software communities.
They were (1) free availability of source code, (2) distributed ownership and control, (3)
continual influx of new people, (4) shortage of money and hardware, (5) limited lock-in, (6)
high tolerance for mistakes, (7) open performance indicators, (8) selection through
professional attention, (9) selection based on elegance and (10) limited knowledge about end
Cited from an interview with Dirk-Willem van Gulik (translated from Dutch).
Based on an interview with Dirk-Willem van Gulik (translated from Dutch).
42 Based on an interview with Andries Brouwer (translated from Dutch).
43 There are exceptions. In the Python community for instance, special attention is given to the less
sophisticated users. As Guido van Rossum explains, “I always discuss with the other developers, is
this in the common interest? Is this a problem most of our users face? If the software is very specific
then it will usually not be included” (Based on an interview with Guide van Rossum, translated from
Dutch).
40
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users. These characteristics form the backbone of this report and thus are referred to in
future chapters as well.
Openness and free knowledge sharing are the most important values of open source and
free software communities. This free sharing of knowledge has led many volunteers to create
software that is used not only by hobbyists, but is gaining popularity among corporate users
as well. We discussed how these volunteers are ‘organized’ in communities. But we have not
yet explained how these people are able to develop such innovative and high-quality
software. The next chapter provides insight into how this is possible.
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Chapter 2 - Interpreting open source & free software communities
But what is most exciting is that innovation communities [are] composed of users and for
users, communities that according to traditional economic views shouldn’t exist, work well
enough to create and sustain complex innovations without any manufacturer involvement
(Hippel, 2001, p. 86).

2.1 - Introduction
In the previous chapter we saw that open source and free software communities treat the
source code of their software as public knowledge, as something that should be free and
open to everyone. This belief differs from the way that most companies treat source code.
To them the source code is a blueprint that needs to be protected against competitors. Thus,
other companies and individuals should be unable to access the source code.
The next section explains some consequences of treating source code as public knowledge.
It shows that open source and free software has the same characteristics as a public good,
although public goods are generally underprovided. The third section describes why
individuals in open source communities provide open source software, even though it is a
public good. Why doesn’t this lead to underproduction?
Section four provides a typology of innovation processes. It shows that open source and free
software is created through an emergent process of variation and selection. It is fascinating
to see that individuals are capable of creating an enormous amount of variation and that
somehow selection within this variation occurs. How the processes of variation and selection
lead to innovation is discussed in the fifth section of this chapter, and the sixth section
provides a summary.
2.2 - The challenge facing open source and free software
On the nature of open source and free software
Economic literature typically identifies four types of goods, which differ in two
characteristics (Levacic, 1991). The first characteristic is excludability; whether or not people
can be excluded from consuming the good. The second characteristic is consumption, which
can be either joint or subtractive. Joint means that “one person’s consumption of the good
does not reduce the amount available to another” (Kollock, 1999, p. 223). Subtractive means
that one person’s consumption of the good does reduce the amount available to others
(Ostrom, 1990, 1999, 2000; Thomson and Schoonmaker Freudenberger, 1997; Levacic,
1991).
Placing these two characteristics on two lines creates the matrix presented in figure 2.1. A
private good is a good from which people can be excluded and where consumption is
subtractive. Such goods include most commercial items bought in stores, for example,
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bottles of mineral water, stereos, televisions and clothing. From a toll good people can also be
excluded, but consumption is joint. Examples of toll goods are a zoo or amusement park.
From a common good people cannot be excluded and consumption is subtractive. Examples of
common goods are fishing grounds and clean air. Finally a public good is a good from which
people cannot be excluded and where consumption is joint, like streetlights or the safety of a
nation.
excludable
Private good

Toll good

subtractive

joint
consumption

Common good

Public good
non-excludable

Figure 2.1 – Four types of goods
What kind of good is open source and free software? To answer this question we have to
judge whether people can be excluded from the software and whether consumption is joint
or subtractive. The first is straightforward, namely people cannot be excluded from open
source and free software, as the philosophy is to keep the source code and thus the software
open and freely available to everybody. The second question is whether consumption is joint
or subtractive. In other words, what happens if someone downloads source code from the
Internet? Does it affect the total amount of source code available to others? Obviously it
doesn’t, as downloading means making a copy of the original code. The original code is not
affected and is still available on the Internet. Other people can still download the entire piece
of the original source code, which means that consumption is joint. Open source and free
software is thus a public good (Kollock, 1999; Kuwabara, 2000; Kogut and Metiu, 2001;
Lakhani and von Hippel, 2000; Markus et al., 2000; Ljungberg, 2000).
Problems facing public goods
Open source and free software is a public good. Economists like to refer to public goods as
externalities (Levacic, 1991). “An externality occurs when the actions of one economic agent
affect the welfare of others in a way that is not reflected by market prices” (Selz, 1999, p. 22).
For public goods the externality stems from the fact that people cannot be excluded from
their consumption. Therefore, people who haven’t paid for the good can still consume the
good. Indeed, for them there is no incentive to pay, since they enjoy the benefits of the good
even without paying. This is called free-riding. The problem is that everyone is tempted to
free-ride, as it makes no sense to pay for something that can be had for free.
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People are not generally motivated to provide a good for which they receive no monetary
reward. Every individual feels the need for a public good though. Thus, the strange situation
arises in which everyone feels a need for a good, but no one is inclined to pay for its
consumption. Therefore, no one will receive money for providing the good. Collective
action theory predicts that these goods will not be provided; because individuals are only
motivated to provide a good if their expected benefits exceed their expected costs (Olson,
1965). No one will spend money, time or effort to provide a good if they receive no
monetary benefits from it. That is why public goods generally need some form of
intervention: the market mechanism simply does not work. Such intervention can take the
form of hierarchical organizations, which ensure the provisioning of the public good (Olson,
1965), or of government involvement to ensure the “collective provision of that particular good
and impose a tax to pay for it” (Selz, 1999, p. 23).
Yet individuals in open source and free software communities provide source code without
hierarchical control or government intervention. How is this possible? Why are individuals
motivated to provide a good that people can have for free?
2.3 - How individuals in communities provide a public good
Collective action theory states that individuals are more likely to provide goods if the
benefits of production exceed the costs. With public goods this generally is not the case
(Olson, 1965). Therefore, it is quite surprising that a public good is produced in open source
and free software communities. A number of researchers argue that developers in these
communities are motivated in other ways. According to them, there are intangible benefits
that explain developers’ motivation to provide the public good. Researchers also argue that
the costs of participation are comparatively low and that “when the costs of freely revealing
an innovation are low, even a low level of benefit can be adequate reward” (Hippel, 2001, p.
85). It is thus understandable that open source and free software is developed (1) if the costs
are low and (2) if the benefits of participation are perceived to be high, even though most
developers receive no monetary benefits.
Indeed, as this report will show, two types of costs in the communities are relatively low: the
costs of entry and transaction costs. Furthermore, we will show that developers perceive
participation in the communities as beneficial. There are a few types of benefits that drive
most developers to get involved in the communities: “(1) a user’s direct need for the
software and software improvements worked upon; (2) enjoyment of the work itself; (3) the
enhanced reputation that may flow from making high-quality contributions to an open
source project” (Lakhani and von Hippel, 2000, p. 3). We first discuss why the transaction
and entry costs are low. Then we present and discuss the three benefits.
Low entry costs
The costs of participating in open source and free software development are considered to
be low for two reasons (Moon and Sproull, 2000). First, the source code is free and open.
Although the source code is open and available to everyone, the software may nevertheless
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be sold commercially. Regardless of whether the software is sold commercially, the source
code remains available on the Internet. Free availability ensures a low initial investment to
download, install and possibly understand the software. A second reason for the low entry
costs is the information and communications infrastructure. Users don’t have to leave their homes
to download the source code. Neither do they need to become active members of the
communities or participate in discussions on bulletin boards and mailing lists (Moon and
Sproull, 2000). Users can scan the Internet for their favorite applications or distributions and
download them; they need only access to the Internet. This is another reason why the initial
investment to download the source code is low.
The infrastructure, moreover, gives everyone from any part of the world the opportunity to
view discussions between active members and thus provides an ideal platform to learn the
slang and rules governing the community. This is another reason why the infrastructure
lowers the threshold to and costs of participation. Potential new members learn how they are
expected to behave and participate by observing and analyzing community behavior from
the periphery (Edwards, 2001a). New entrants need no training to be able to participate and
become active members in a community.
Low transaction costs
Ronald Coase (1937) introduced the concept of transaction costs. He argued that providing a
good through the market leads to transaction costs. These costs include those incurred in
searching, information provision, bargaining and decision-making, as well as those associated
with contracts and property arrangements (ibid.). Obviously the higher these costs are, the
less likely it is that individuals will provide the good.
In open source and free software communities the transaction costs are much lower than
those in regular markets and firms (Benkler, 2002). One reason is openness. Not only is the
source code is open, but so too are the mailing lists and most of the manuals. This openness
makes it easy and cheap for people to find information about how the software works and
how to behave in a community. The costs of bargaining and decisions are also comparatively
low. Users can choose what software they want to download and install it without bargaining
or writing a contract: they just go to the website and click the download button.44

Open source and free software licenses, which are addressed further on in this report, have arguably
raised the transaction costs of the communities. Developers automatically agree with the terms of
these licenses by using the software. The increase in transaction costs is evidenced by discussions
about the content of these licenses on a wide range of Internet mailing lists. Debian even has a special
licenses mailing list. Still, the transaction costs can be considered relatively low because (1) most
communities use standard licenses for which the implications and restrictions are known and (2)
foundations have been created to verify the content of the licenses and to warn developers and users
of terms that might affect them negatively.

44
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The user’s direct need
The first benefit is the user’s direct need for the software and the improvements worked upon
(Raymond, 2001). People regularly face a gap between their needs and the functions
performed by a particular piece of software. In open source communities, people have
access to the source code, which enables them to understand the software and make
improvements. The users may then send improvements back to the community to be added
to the next version of the software. But why would developers want to submit their
improvements? If they are only motivated by personal need they could just as well keep the
changes to themselves.
One explanation is that returning the improved source code will save them considerable time
and effort in the future (Edwards, 2001b). Let’s assume that a developer (a man this time)
has downloaded a piece of open source software and started to work with it. Generally
speaking he is quite happy with the software, but he feels that one particular feature of the
program is rather annoying. Coincidently he has some programming skills and he starts to
study the source code. After some work he understands the problem and decides to fix it.
What should he do with the fixed code? Should he send it back to the community or should
he keep it to himself?
Let’s assume that he decides to keep the source code to himself. He does not send it back to
the community, as he does not relish the idea of other people using his code for free. He
enjoyed writing the code and it served a personal need, but he is not interested in earning
credit and building a reputation. So why would he want to submit the improved source
code? One problem might arise if someone else develops a similar solution and earns credit
for it. Well, maybe our developer doesn’t notice it, since he doesn’t keep track of all the
discussions on the mailing list. Even if he did notice, he might not care, since he really is not
interested in getting recognition.
A more serious problem occurs when a new stable version of the software is released, which
still includes the annoying feature. As our developer is a heavy user of the program he will
want to have all the newest options and features. Therefore, he wants to download and
install the newest release. Unfortunately the piece of source code he wrote is not included in
the new version. He now needs to find a way to integrate his piece of source code into the
newest release. In many cases this turns out to be difficult and time consuming, as the new
stable version is likely to differ from the previous version. Thus, with every new release our
developer has to go through a lot of trouble to make his piece of source code compatible
again.
What would have happened if our developer had decided to send the source code back to
the community? There are two scenarios. The first is that the community does not like his
solution and the piece of source code does not get included. This means that the developer
will still need to manually include his piece of source code with every new release. Scenario
two is more likely. More developers are likely to share our developer’s problem and they feel
that the solution is useful. Therefore, they decide to include his code in the unstable version.
After testing and perhaps some revisions, the solution makes its way into the stable version
and is included in the newest release of the software. Now our developer can download a
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new release of the software. His solution is included, which means that he has saved himself
the hassle of manually adding his piece of source code every time a new stable version is
released. Bottom line of the story is that developers who are working to serve a personal
need are nonetheless likely to send their source code back to the community, since this will
probably save them time and effort in future.
Joy
The second benefit is joy. Many authors view joy as one of the most important motivations
for people to participate in open source and free software development (Himanen, 2001;
Hippel, 2001; Kollock, 1999; Kuwabara, 2000; Lakhani and von Hippel, 2000; Ljungberg,
2000; Markus et al., 2000; Selz, 1999; Stone, 1997). Joy does lead to a number of questions
though. For instance, joy is unable to explain how and why mundane tasks are performed, as
one expects these tasks to lead to annoyance instead of joy (Benkler, 2002; Lakhani and von
Hippel, 2000). Obviously other benefits must be able to at least neutralize the annoyance of
such tasks.
Reputation
A third reason for people to invest time in open source and free software communities is to
gain a certain level of reputation (Benkler, 2002; Dalle and Jullie, 2002; Edwards, 2001a;
Hippel, 2001; Kuwabara, 2000; Lakhani and von Hippel, 2000; Ljungberg, 2000; Markus et
al., 2000; McGowan, 2001; McGowan, 2002; Raymond, 1998; Selz, 1999). A reputation can
be built by receiving credit for the developed source code. According to Edwards (2001a),
developing and sharing good code is a way of gaining status within a community. Obviously
developers need to send the source code back to the community to earn credit and build a
reputation. Developing good source code is generally not enough though; most open source
developers are also expected to write manuals for software, to answer questions concerning
open source software and to fix problems. The importance of building a reputation is
exemplified by the fact that one of the biggest violations in open source communities is to
erase a person’s name from the project history, credits or maintainer list.45 These lists are
considered the direct proof of someone’s contribution to a given project.
2.4 - On the nature of innovations
Two different approaches
A popular approach to innovation is the rational one. In the rational approach innovation is a
process oriented towards a goal; it is orderly and it is clear which discipline or technology
should provide an answer (Schön, 1967). The rational innovation process consists of an
analysis of the situation, a judgment about all the options and a choice of the best option.
Van Gunsteren (1985) calls this “analysis and instruction”. Commonly used phrases like “the
45 Taken from the Internet:
http://www.tuxedo.org/~esr/writings/homesteading/homesteading/x97.html (last visited April
2002).
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management of research” and “the organization of invention” suggest the rational model of
invention (Schön, 1967, p. 3).
Opposite the rational approach, Van Gunsteren (1985) describes a model of learning
through processes of variation and selection. De Jong (1999) also characterizes the processes of
variation and selection as important parts of the innovation process. In his eyes, an
institutional design that stimulates innovative ideas yields a wide range of ideas, which are
actually used as a basis for selection (ibid.). Variation is the process that leads to “novel
institutional or technical forms through ‘copying errors’ as well as deliberate mutation or
recombination of basic institutional or technical components” (Werle, 1998, p. 4). Selection
is the process of choosing an alternative from a wide range of ideas. In the pure variation and
selection environment described by Van Gunsteren, the variety is randomly created and
people do not determine any selection criteria. Selection takes place through ‘blind’ choice
among alternatives, in which only those ideas that are “well fitted to the environment will
survive” (Simon, 1996, p. 46). Another option is that selection takes place through the
competition between new forms in the system (Werle, 1998).
The individual and collective level
According to Van Gunsteren, the rational approach can take place at two distinct levels,
namely at the collective level and the individual level. At the individual level a person analyzes
the situation, judges the options and decides on the best alternative. At the collective level a
command center assigns experts to analyze the situation. After that, the command center
communicates the rational solutions and imposes the solutions on the other members of the
collective (Van Gunsteren, 1985). This latter is referred to as collective decision-making.
Van Gunsteren does not make the same distinction for the processes of variation and
selection though. Reason for not doing so might be that the processes of variation and
selection originate from the literature on self-organization. According to this concept the
processes of variation and selection apply to collectives in which variation is created by
individuals and the interaction between individuals leads to emergent selection at the collective
level. This would imply that describing innovation through variation and selection always
requires an analysis of both levels. From understanding the behavior of the individual we can
understand how variation is created. But how can we understand how selection takes place?
According to Van Gunsteren (1985) selection in the pure variation and selection
environment are random. This does not mean that we cannot understand the selection
process though. By understanding how individuals make their decisions we can understand
how at the collective level variety is selected.46 The individual choices are believed to
somehow add up to a selection at the collective level. Figure 2.2 presents the difference
between the collective level and individual level for both the rational approach and the
processes of variation and selection.
46 Resnick (1994) provides a powerful demonstration of how to predict the behavior of selforganizing collectives. He argues that by simulating the behavior of individuals he is able to
understand how the collective behaves. From running many computer simulations he concluded that
these collectives regularly demonstrate counter-intuitive behavior (Resnick, 1994).
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Figure 2.2 – Innovation characterized
The difference between collective decision-making and emergent selection deserves attention here, as
it is an important difference to keep in mind throughout the report. Collective decisionmaking refers to a system in which a command center makes decisions for an entire
collective. All members of the collective are supposed to act according to the decisions made
by the same command center. If they don’t, they will be punished in an appropriate way.
Emergent selection refers to a different system. In this system, it is the aggregation of
individual choices that leads to a selection at the collective level. Thus, describing the latter
system requires thorough insight into how individuals in the collective act and how this adds
up to a selection at the level of the collective.
Innovation in open source and free software communities
According to Axelrod and Cohen (1999) open source and free software communities do not
use a rational approach in creating innovation. Rather, they are based on a unique
constellation of mechanisms that ensures an ongoing process of variation and selection. To
understand how these processes of variation and selection work in open source and free
software communities we need to understand (1) how individuals create variation and (2)
how individuals make decisions that add up to a selection from that variety at a collective
level.
2.5 - Innovation in open source and free software communities
Variation mechanisms
A number of characteristics of the open source and free software communities are
responsible for the high level of variation. Fundamental is the free availability of source code,
although this is not an automatic guarantee for plenty of variation. “It does not follow that
open availability of source code is a form of magic that will cause all software projects to
prosper as Linux has” (Axelrod and Cohen, 1999, p. 58). Still the free availability is an
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important part of the puzzle. Free availability is the reason why developers can understand
the source code and thus understand how the software works. It also allows them to modify
the software. Let’s assume that a thousand people download the software and a hundred
people understand how it works. There are then a hundred people who can potentially find a
bug in the software or who want to add a feature. Let’s further assume that ten percent
indeed feels this need to make a slight adjustment to the software. This means that there are
already ten modifications and variations to the original software.
The created variety can be extremely new and unconventional, since the developers in open
source and free software communities do not focus on meeting clear-cut performance
indicators. The characteristic open and ambiguous performance indicators motivates people to
develop code even though they are unsure whether it will meet the selection criteria of
others in the community. In other words, there is a low threshold to create variation, and the
selection environment set by others has little effect on new ideas and software. Developers
with new and innovative ideas are unlikely to be inhibited by other people’s quality standards
or performance indicators.
The constant influx of new people and the low costs of entry are also important drivers of variation.
Many new people with different backgrounds can decide to write new code. They have not
been in the community for long and have different ideas and views on what should be added
to or fixed in the software. Because their ideas are new, they are likely to write software that
differs substantially from that written by developers who have been in the community for a
longer time. This leads to a lot of variation.
There are communities that have strong criteria for accepting or rejecting code. They make
their selection criteria quite explicit and motivate developers to discuss their ideas before
writing code.47 Obviously a large proportion of the developers active in these communities
will listen to the ideas of others. If not, there is a high chance that the community will reject
the code. Still there are many examples of developers who do not listen, and they develop
the code the way they see fit. An example is the program Psycho, which was developed by a
Swiss PhD student named Armin Rigo. Psycho is intended to make the Python
programming language faster, but it is not included in the Python software. Armin Rigo has
his own website from which people from all over the world download the software and
incorporate it into their system. Rigo started the project to contradict the popular belief that
a higher level programming language like Python is always slower than a lower level
language.48 The Python community has not yet accepted his code. But according to Guido
van Rossum, there is a good chance that in the near future the code will be included in an
official Python release.49
The lesson to learn from the Psycho example is not that Python has criteria for accepting or
rejecting code, but that a Swiss PhD student can create variation, which can be downloaded
throughout the world, even though the community decided not to include the software on
Based on an interview with Tom Lane.
Based on an interview with Armin Rigo.
49 Based on an interview with Guido van Rossum, creator of the Python programming language.
47
48
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its website. The Internet provides people like Rigo with a forum to publish their ideas and
software without someone restricting their options. Once the software is mature enough,
chances are the community will eventually include it in the official release.
Selection mechanisms
We identified selection through professional attention as one of the characteristics of open source
and free software communities. This mechanism leads to selection in two situations. The
first is when no variety has been created and people discuss what the solution should look
like. Theoretically these discussions could last forever, as they are based on personal
preferences. A developer in the community can end the discussions by creating a solution
that works. People can still discuss whether or not this solution is the right one, but they
tend to be ignored. As Andries Brouwer explains, “If …someone else wants something
different, that’s nice, but that person has to write it.”50 Thus, professional attention can lead
to solutions when variety is lacking.
To understand how professional attention can lead to selection in situations with high levels
of variety we have to explain two concepts. The first is tagging. A tag is “an initially arbitrary
property of an agent (say, a number between 0 and 1) that is detectable by other agents and
that can be copied by other agents. Examples of tags might include accents and styles of
clothing” (Axelrod and Cohen, 1999, p. 95). Open source and free software communities
have many tags. However, the tag identified by most researchers is without doubt reputation.
Reputation is one of the benefits that explains why people participate in open source and
free software communities. The level of developers’ reputation increases the more they
contribute to a community. This reputation is a tag to other developers that signals a certain
level of knowledge and skill. It also signals that the developer has done a lot of good in a
community. Another tag is the number of people that download a piece of software. The more people
who download a piece of software, like an application, the better the software is likely to be.
The second concept is imitation or copying. Many developers and users in open source and free
software communities copy the behavior of others. This copying is primarily based on tags.
For example, people in open source communities are more inclined to copy the behavior of
a developer with a high reputation than one with a low reputation. They also prefer to
download software from a community that has many members than from a community with
fewer members.
The concepts of tagging and copying allocate the attention of professionals to a limited
amount of the created variety. The aggregation of these allocation processes leads to
selection in open source and free software communities. To see how this works, consider
figure 2.3.

50

Cited from an interview with Andries Brouwer (translated from Dutch).
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Figure 2.3 – Clusters of developers
In the figure small circles represent the developers.51 The small dark circles represent
developers with a high reputation. The bigger circles are clusters of developers. The
clustering of developers occurs when a particular piece of software, an operating system, an
application or an entire distribution, becomes popular, which means that more developers
use it and start writing code for it. If we assume that the clusters represent communities then
the gray circle could represent the Linux community, because it attracts a large number of
developers. Developers and users are inclined to copy and imitate the behavior of people
with a high reputation (the dark dots in the figure). Let’s assume that the dark dot that is not
within a community develops a new application or other piece of software. Other people will
be attracted to start using this software (figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4 – A developer that receives a lot of attention

51 The figure is an extreme simplification of the real situation. One simplification is for instance that a
developer can only be a member of one community at a time. Nonetheless, it does explain how
developers select between enormous amounts of variation.
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Developers download the software and start using it. Now there are two possibilities. The
first is that they don’t like the software. In this case they will stop using it and return to their
community. Consequently the reputation of the developer that created the software will
decrease a little. The other possibility is that a percentage of the developers really likes the
software. They keep using it and establish a community by commenting on and adding more
to the software. In this option the community could attract many developers and grow. The
size of the community signals the popularity of the software, which may attract even more
developers. At the same time other communities become less popular and lose developers to
the community that receives so much attention. As such, the new software could result in
the slow death of a previously popular community. Figure 2.5 illustrates these processes. The
new community is colored gray to indicate that it has many members and is thus attractive to
new developers. The circle with the dotted line indicates the near death of that community.

Figure 2.5 – The growth and decline of communities
Consequences of the selection mechanisms
Tagging and copying underlie many of the selection processes that take place in open source
and free software communities. Consider, for instance, users that have no experience in
software development. How should they choose which software to download? In many
cases they copy the behavior of others in the communities and thus decide to download the
products that are most frequently downloaded. Not only users display this behavior.
Developers do too. They simply do not want to invest time in choosing what application to
download.52 It is easy to understand how this behavior can lead one or two applications to
become popular. Other less popular applications continue to receive professional attention
as well, but much less than the other applications.
In a community, tagging and copying may also make one development line more popular
than another. Let’s assume that developers in the community disagree on which solution to a
particular problem is best. They could then decide to create two or more rather independent
development lines. Let’s also assume that one development line receives the attention of two
or three highly respected developers. Chances are that people who have no strong opinion
52

This point was also made in an interview with Andries Brouwer.
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about the solutions will copy the behavior of the respected developers. The signaling effect
of the tag increases as more and more people start to download the solution. In the end the
most popular solution is likely to be adopted and the less popular solutions abandoned and
placed outside the community.
Tagging and copying thus lead to positive feedback through which one solution or
application becomes the dominant one. Still, a high level of variation is guaranteed, as the
less popular applications do not disappear. People are still free to take other applications or
solutions and implement them on their own computer. The thing is that this will only
happen if they have a strong opinion about the application or solution. Otherwise they are
more likely to use the popular versions.
2.6 - Summary
This chapter provided answers to two of the most frequently asked questions about open
source and free software. The first was why do volunteers invest time and effort in
developing a good from which no one can be excluded? We argued that this puzzling
question can be explained by the low costs and perceived intangible benefits. The benefits
include personal need, joy and reputation.
The second question concerned the way in which communities are able to create a high level
of innovation. Why is open source and free software so innovative? According to our
argument, a high level of variation and emergent selection among that variety are responsible
for much of the innovation. Individuals in open source and free software communities
create a high level of variety, as they face hardly any restrictions. They are not bound by ex
ante performance indicators, nor do they need to focus on efficiency. The fact that no one
can restrict access to the source code is also a valuable source of variation.
It is not by collective decision-making that selections are made from the variety in open
source and free software. Instead, this chapter showed how the aggregation of individual
choices leads to emergent selection of pieces of software, applications, operating systems
and even distributions. Moreover, tagging and imitation can lead to positive feedback, which
may also lead to selection from the variety.
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Chapter 3 - The commons under pressure: Business processes &
IPR
Legislation is what we need to worry about most in open source.53

3.1 - Introduction
This chapter54 introduces some of the laws that are intended to regulate the use and
development of intellectual property (IP). IP is generally considered to include all the
products of the human mind or intellect that are regulated by law. Examples are a creative
idea, knowledge or a name. Intellectual property rights (IPR) are the laws governing the way
people and companies are allowed to deal with these intangibles.
The next section of this chapter describes IPR and two of its most fundamental rights,
namely copyrights and patents. In recent years, such IPR has received a lot of attention. The
introduction of software as an independent product is the main catalyst for the attention,
since it is unclear whether software is the expression of an idea or the idea itself. As a result,
software can be patented and copyrighted at the same time. The third section of this chapter
looks specifically at copyrights and patents on software.
The fourth section describes the business model of software development companies and
the operations model of open source and free software communities. The companies and
communities differ quite substantially. To prove this point, the section compares the
characteristics of open source and free software communities to those of businesses.
Besides being different, the communities face a great number of threats from companies,
which challenge the success of communities in developing innovative software. Section five
addresses these challenges. A sixth and final section summarizes the chapter.
3.2 - What are intellectual property rights?
The economic rationale underlying IPR
Innovations are public goods. That means they are non-excludable and their consumption
does not affect the amount available to others. Economic theory suggests that public goods
are subject to market failure, because people and companies are likely to under-invest in their
production (Levacic, 1991). One common way to overcome such market failure is to assign
property rights. “The law grants property rights because society has decided that dong so

Cited from an interview with Bruce Dawson.
The authors thank E. Harison from the University of Maastricht for his valuable contributions to
this chapter.
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makes us better off than we would otherwise be” (McGowan, 2001, p. 9).55 Property rights
enable owners to exclude others from using their property. In fact, the goal of IPR is exactly
that: to give inventors property rights on their technological advances (Nordhaus, 1969). IPR
gives companies the right to exclude their competitors from duplicating, reverse engineering
and applying their innovations (Arrow, 1962).
IPR also serves another goal, namely to ensure the disclosure of knowledge. It is a common
notion that “knowledge generates further knowledge” (Harison, 2002). The first rationale of
IPR is that it gives inventors the right to protect their knowledge against usage and
duplications by others. IPR thus provides inventors with a means to protect their knowledge.
At the same time, IPR is meant to stimulate the transfer of knowledge between companies
and individuals. To ensure this knowledge transfer, IPR has two restrictions: IPR granted on
an innovation is temporary and the innovation itself must be published so that others can
create new knowledge based on it.
To summarize, IPR is a formal framework in which companies and individuals have
incentive to invest in the creation of new knowledge but are required to disclose the new
knowledge in order to enable knowledge transfers to other companies and individuals.
On the one hand, the inventor is granted a temporary monopoly over an invention and its
derivative applications, thereby gaining protection from authorized exploitation [of]…
technical know-how and a strong incentive to innovate. On the other hand, if technical
knowledge were disclosed for public use, its accessibility would stimulate the generation of
knowledge spillovers and the transfer of technical know-how throughout the economy.
Accordingly, IPR legislation aims to optimize social welfare and to strike a balance between
monopoly and disclosure (Cowan and Harison, 2001, p. 14).

Different institutions under the IPR umbrella
The definition of intellectual property rights includes many institutions. “In the current IPR
regimes there are two types of rights: those associated with patents and those associated with
copyrights” (Cowan and Harison, 2001). Additional institutions are trademarks, mask works
and registered designs (Poltorak and Lerner, 2002). This report focuses on copyrights and
patents. The reason for choosing these two institutions is that they have the most effect on
the way open source and free software communities create innovation. Trademarks are also
an important part of IPR though, and they also have a limited impact on certain aspects of
the communities. Therefore, we provide a short introduction to trademarks here as well.
“A trademark can be any sign, symbol, word, or other mark or device, which is attached to
goods offered for sale in the marketplace in order to identify that merchandise with a
particular manufacturer or seller” (Harris, 1985, p. 115). A trademark provides the owner
with an exclusive right to use that trademark and the owner can prohibit others from using
55 Harison (2002) suggests that trade secrecy, in which companies try to keep their innovation to
themselves, is also a solution to overcome underinvestment. Problem for legislators is that trade
secrecy is the exact opposite of knowledge disclosure, which is the second goal of IPR. Hakfoort
(2000) also suggests two other policy solutions, namely giving innovators rewards or subsidies.
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the trademark to sell a similar type of good. The only requirement for a trademark is that it
be distinctive; it need not be novel. The owner is responsible for ensuring the trademark
remains distinctive. The trademark is no longer valid if for any reason it has become too
generic (Harris, 1985).
The remainder of this chapter focuses primarily on patents and copyrights. Both rights are
described along three dimensions, based on Harison (2002). The first is length, by which we
mean the period of time in which monopoly rights are granted to a creative endeavor. The
second is width or scope, which refers to the range of coverage of patents and copyright (i.e.,
the field for which monopolistic rights are granted to innovators over their works and
derivatives thereof). The third dimension is novelty, which is the necessary contribution to
technical know-how or the ‘minimal inventive step’. Based on these dimensions the
differences between patents and copyrights becomes clear.
The system of copyrights in the United States and the European Union
Copyrights were first defined in the 15th century. Back then, the city council of Venice
wanted to provide incentives for authors and prevent the free rendering of their works. The
goal of copyrights has not changed since. Copyright is still used to prevent others from
reproducing, distributing copies, publicly performing, publicly displaying or making
derivative versions of the expression of someone’s ideas. The length of copyright has
increased in the last century though.56 Currently a copyright is granted for the lifetime of the
author plus 70 years.
The width of the copyright is the expression of the idea, like literary and artistic works.
Depending on the country, there is either one or two requirements for authors, artists or
composers to receive a copyright on their work. In the United States authors must fix their
work in some kind of tangible medium before receiving a copyright. In the European Union
this is not a requirement; work is automatically copyrighted irrespective of whether it is
published in tangible form. Thus, live music is copyrighted in the European Union, but not
in the United States. In both the European Union and the United States a published work
must be original, but it need not be unique. When the work is published no additional
registration and examination is required (Anonymous, 2002). To prove infringement of a
copyright the copyright holder must prove access to the work. Copyrights only protect against
the actual copying. Creating a similar work without copying is not an infringement of a
copyright.
Authors of original works can sell or license their copyright. They can also contribute their
copyright to the public domain, but they always keep the moral rights to that work. One
example of a moral right is the paternity right, which is the right to be recognized as the
author. Another example is the integrity right, which is the moral right of the author to
object to a manipulation of the content or a change of the title of the original work
(Hakfoort, 2000).
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Based on an interview with Lawrence Lessig.
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Patents in the United States and the European Union
The roots of the patent system also trace back to the 15th century, when rulers in England
and Venice granted inventors letters with monopoly rights over production of their
inventions (Harison, 2002). The length of patents is much shorter than that for copyrights; in
both the United States and the European Union the length of a patent is limited to 20 years
after filing.
A patent grants a company or individual a temporary monopoly right on their technical
inventions and engineering solutions. Copyrights protect the expression of ideas, whereas
“patents only cover ideas and the use of ideas” (Stallman, 2002, p. 70). Not every idea can
receive a patent though. The idea must be novel and non-obvious, it needs to exceed “the
minimal measures of an innovative step” (Harison, 2002). Although there is no clear definition
of the innovative step, the idea must at least go beyond prior art in that field (Harris, 1985). In
other words no one else can have published the ideas before the patent is requested. The
patent is invalid if anyone can prove that prior art existed at the time of the patent filing.
To acquire a patent, an individual or company must submit a patent application to the patent
office. The patent office examines the application and if it meets the novelty requirement
registers it. The entire process can be quite expensive. “Not only the application costs
money, but also the lawyers to write the application cost money.”57 In return for the patent,
patent holders must disclose the technological invention and engineering solution on which
the patent is based. The national or international patent office catalogs the patents and
makes the content of all patents accessible to the public.
Obviously disclosing the patent does not mean that anyone can just use the patented
innovation. On the contrary, as long as patent holders have their monopoly right they can
exclude anyone from using the invention. The patent is much stronger than a copyright
because patent holders do not need to prove access to the idea. Anyone creating the same
innovation infringes the patent, even though they might be unaware that the idea was already
patented.
When patent holders suspect an infringement they can undertake two actions. The first is to
seek contact with the individual or company and to ask them to stop infringing the patent or
ask for money if the individual or company wants to continue using the patented idea. The
other option is legal action. As soon as a patent infringement case goes to court the patent
holder can order the other party to refrain from using the idea. The accused must then
refrain from using the idea until the court has decided the case.58
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3.3 - Copyrights and patents on software
Challenges
The translation of the copyright and patent systems to software has led to a number of
challenges for legislators and policymakers. The first challenge is that the source code of
software, once published, can easily be rewritten. Copyright protection on software provides
little protection against people who want to copy the source code. Reason for this is the
alleged ease with which developers can write source code that is based on copyrighted
source code but which is still considered to be original and thus falls outside the copyright
that rests on the ‘copied’ source code.59 Still, back in the 1960s, the US Copyright Office
decided that copyright was the proper means to protect the source code of software. This
reflects a common perception of that time, “by which software code-lines are the expression
of creative works written through the medium of computer and stored on a disk in a digital
form and hence should be treated like other forms of expressions, e.g. books and music
pieces” (Harison, 2002). Obviously many companies felt that copyright was insufficient as a
way for them to protect their creative efforts against copying and few companies disclosed
the source code of their software.
Not only can the source code of software be easily copied, but also the software itself is easy
to copy. The American Business Software Alliance estimates that four out of every ten
software programs are illegally used. This results in a worldwide income loss of US $11
billion.60 “The high volumes of illegal copies widely distributed and used in industrialized
and developing economies are taken as indicators for an under-protective regime” (Harison,
2002). This apparently under-protective regime has led to many ad hoc court rulings.
The hybrid nature of software adds to the complexity. The source code that forms the basis
of the software is an expression of an idea and authors are therefore granted copyright on
the source code of the software. In compiled form, however, software performs complex
technical tasks and can be used as an engineering solution. Therefore, one can argue that the
patent system should also apply to software. This dual nature of software is another reason
for the large number of ad hoc decisions made in courts both the United States and the
European Union.
Copyrights on software in the United States and the European Union
In the 1960s and 1970s the source code was considered to be the expression of an idea and
thus fell under the copyright regime. Furthermore, software developers were required to
disclose the source code to obtain a copyright. The 1980s saw the perspective on
copyrighted software greatly extended. Reason was the 1986 decision in the case of Whelan
versus Janow, which had a big influence on copyright doctrine in the United States. For the
first time in history a court held the opinion that the structure, sequence and organization of
software constituted the expression of an idea and not the idea itself. According to the court,
Based on an interview with Richard Stallman.
Taken from the Internet: http://www.bsa.org/nederland/press/newsreleases//2002-0610.1148.phtml (last visited August 2002).
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copyright should therefore include the structure, sequence and organization of the software
and not only the actual source code. The court believed that this would provide enough
incentives for companies and individuals to invest in software development. Furthermore,
the court prescribed the “perception of functionality of a computer program module as an
uncopyrightable part” (Cowan and Harison, 2001, p. 42, 43).
In the European Union, current sentiment on software copyright draws largely from the
ruling in the United States. It therefore hardly differs from the perspective of the United
States. The European Commission’s current directive prohibits “unauthorized reproduction,
translation, adaptation or transformation of the form of the code in which a copy of a
computer program has been made available.”61
Software patents in the United States and the European Union
The 1981 US court decision in the case of Diamond versus Diehr forms an important landmark
in the development of the patent regime for software. In this case, the court’s opinion was
that a software element of a business process can be patented.
The verdict was important in two ways. First it created a precedent by permitting a piece of
software to be patented. Second, it defined a distinction between the patented “ideas” and
the unpatented (but copyrightable) “expressions” embedded in software technologies and
goods (Cowan and Harison, 2001).

Throughout the remainder of the 1980s the regime evolved to include algorithms. Eventually
the US Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) decided to formalize the regime in its patent
policy. This policy was based on existing legislation and court rulings, which made it possible
to patent software ideas, algorithms and software as part of a business process.
In the European Union the current legal situation towards software patents is ambiguous.62
An EU directive excludes software “as such” from being patented. However, it is unclear
what is meant by software “as such”. A number of cases seem to indicate that “as such”
relates to computer-implemented inventions that have no technical character.63
The latest developments in the European Union suggest that a computer-implemented
invention will become patentable. This implies an extension of current patent law (Harison,
2002). The proposal defines a computer-implemented invention as “any invention the
performance of which involves the use of a computer, computer network or programmable
apparatus and having one or more prima facie novel features which are realized wholly or
partly by means of a computer program or computer programs” (proposal for directive
2002/0047, article 2).

Directive 91/250/EC (cited in Harison, 2002).
Proposal for directive 2002/0047 (COD).
63 Proposal for directive 2002/0047 (COD).
61
62
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Colonizing the commons?
In the United States software can be both patented and copyrighted. Many open source and
free software developers feel that this IPR regime is over-protective for two reasons. First is
the fact that software ideas can be patented. Developers can thus prevent others from using
their ideas by filing for a patent on the idea. This is crazy, says Richard Stallman, because
good software can only be written by building on the ideas of others. To make his point
Stallman compares writing computer software with writing a musical symphony.
A symphony is also long and has many notes in it, and probably uses many musical ideas.
Imagine if the governments of Europe in the 1700s had decided they wanted to promote the
progress of symphonic music by establishing a European musical patent office that would
give patents for any kind of musical ideas which you could state in words. Then imagine it is
around 1800 and you are Beethoven and you want to write a symphony. You will find that
getting your symphony so that it doesn’t infringe any patents is going to be harder than
writing a good symphony.
When you complain about this, the patent holders would say “Aw Beethoven, you are just
bitching because you have no ideas of your own. All you want to do is rip off our
inventions”. Beethoven, as it happens, had a lot of new musical ideas – but he had to use a
lot of existing musical ideas in order to make recognisable music, in order to make music
that listeners could possibly like, that they could recognise as music. Nobody is so brilliant
that he can re-invent music [completely different] and make something that people would
want to listen to. Pierre Boulez said he would try to do that, but who listens to Pierre
Boulez?
Nobody is so brilliant he can re-invent all of computer science, completely new. If he did, he
would make something that the users would find so strange that they wouldn’t want to use
it. If you look at a word processor today, you would find, I think, hundreds of different
features. If you develop a nice new innovative word processor, that means there are some
new ideas in it, but there must be hundreds of old ideas in it. If you are not allowed to use
them, you cannot make an innovative word processor (Stallman, 2002, p. 83, 84).

Another reason why the current software regime might be considered too protective is
because the length of copyrights on software is the author’s lifetime plus 70 years. It is easy
to understand why the term of 70 years for software might be considered too long: most
software programs are not used for more than two or three years. “The term is ridiculous,
especially in software. A good term would be five years with a possible extension of another
five years. So ten years in total.”64
Many open source and free software developers feel that the over-protective regime is a
threat to the future of the communities. They feel that IPR in itself might lead to the end of
open source and free software development. We discuss this threat more extensively later in
this chapter.
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3.4 - Firms and their attitude towards IPR in the digital age
“Copyright and patents are used by incumbents that want to protect themselves against
small companies entering the market.” With this statement Lawerence Lessig started an
interview on software patents and copyright. He added, “The way of doing business
becomes too expensive because of the fear of retaliation by incumbents.” This section
highlights some of the characteristics of software development in companies and the way
IPR is used to support those characteristics.
The business model of companies
The most important difference between open source and free software communities and
companies is the way they perceive the software. To the communities, software and the
source code is knowledge, which should be open and freely available to create new
knowledge. In a company, the source code is like a blueprint of a construction; it should thus
be protected like a company secret (Edwards, 2001a). To a company, the software and the
source code is a result of much investment. Therefore, it views the source code as a
company secret and is reluctant to publish it. By protecting the source code most companies
protect themselves from developers and competing companies that want to copy their
software. Now companies own unique software, which they can sell at a premium to the
public. By selling their software they earn the money necessary to bear the cost of software
development. The money also allows them to invest in new versions of the software and
new software products. Keeping this model in mind we can understand how companies
perceive software development and how software development in a company is completely
different from software development in open source and free software communities.
Ownership of software
The business model is based on the idea that the company owns the rights to an invention.
IPR is the means for companies to guarantee their property rights on their software and to
exclude competitors from exploiting their invention. Thus, IPR provides companies with the
legal means to claim ownership over their software. Companies are furthermore reluctant to
publish their invention, and they want their patents and copyrights to cover the widest scope
for the longest time possible (Harison, 2002). In addition, many companies choose to keep
the source code of their invention secret (Edwards, 2001a).
Lock-in
Most companies try to lock their customers into their technology and software. Lock-in
occurs every time the cost of switching to another product rises too high. According to
Shapiro and Varian (2000), lock-in is one of the best strategies for companies to protect their
market share against potential competitors (Shapiro and Varian, 2000). To create a high level
of lock-in, a company must make the cost to switch over to other products and services as
high as possible. It achieves this, for instance, by using loyalty programs.
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IPR also helps companies to create lock-in, because competitors cannot copy their product
when it is protected by a patent or copyright. Thus, customers who are used to one product
are unable to buy a comparable product that provides a proper alternative. In this way,
companies employ IPR to gain a monopoly over part of the market. By selling
complementary products companies can even extend their market share to other parts of the
market (Shapiro and Varian, 2000).
Decision-making
Many successful software-developing companies have grown big in the last decades.
Examples are Microsoft and Sun. These companies hire thousands of people, market many
different software products and own a lot of IPR. Management theory would suggest that
these companies would have a bureaucratic organizational structure (Mintzberg, 1995). Such
structures have a couple of features. For one they are hierarchically organized and
management makes the decisions. Yet management decisions, unlike those made in open
source and free software communities, are based not on technical merits only, but also on
efficiency and customer requirements.
To make the right decisions companies invest a lot of money in market research, which
enables them to understand the requirements and needs of their customers. This ensures
that their products are sold and that money is earned. Furthermore, companies spend a lot
of money on business control. They define numerous ex ante performance indicators to
maintain efficient and effective business processes, which are needed to become profitable.
Companies are much more focused on efficiency compared to open source and free
software communities, since they are accountable to their financial investors and
shareholders.
Company resources
Finally, companies’ resources are limited: they cannot hire just any developer or spend
millions of dollars. Instead they must be conscious about who they hire and which
technology they invest in. A company does have access to a lot of money, and it may own
many assets as well. Among those assets is IPR for instance. Compared to open source and
free software communities, however, companies have much more money to spend and have
much easier access to the latest technologies.
Characteristics compared
All in all the characteristics of businesses to develop software and create innovation are quite
different from those in the communities. Table 3.2 summarizes the differences between
communities and companies.
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Table 3.2 – The characteristics of communities and companies compared
Community characteristics
Company characteristics
Free availability of source code
Source code seen as a blueprint that needs to be
protected
Distributed ownership and control
Ownership and control exercised by the companies
Limited lock-in
Focus on creating lock-in, as this creates competitive
advantage
High tolerance for mistakes
Focus on efficiency
Open and ambiguous performance Many ex ante performance indicators, like deadlines
indicators
and minimal performance levels
Selection through professional
Selection through managerial decision-making
attention
Selection based on technical merits Selection based on multiple criteria, like user needs
(elegance)
and efficiency
Shortage of money and (newest)
Access to money and newest hardware
hardware
Continual influx of new people
Must hire and pay developers to work for them
Limited knowledge about end users Much information gathered about (potential) users
3.5 - Threats from the physical domain
The fact that companies work differently from open source and free software communities
is in itself not an issue or even a surprising discovery. Some of the differences, however, lead
to threats for the future of open source and free software communities. This section details a
number of these threats. One of the threats originates from IPR itself, namely the patenting
of software. The other threats originate from the way businesses use IPR to develop
software and to protect themselves against competitors.
Patents
The most dangerous threats to open source and free software communities result from
companies that own one or more patents. As discussed earlier, much software development
depends on the ideas of others. Companies and individuals are hardly able to develop
software without using one or more of these ideas. Yet in many cases a company has
patented these ideas. This leads to two rather independent threats for the developers in open
source and free software communities.
The first threat is that developers have no access to use the patented ideas. Companies owning a
patent can decide not to license their patent to other companies or individuals. Obviously in
this case the community cannot develop software that is based on these ideas. Another
option would be that the company is willing to license their patents to developers from the
community. In that case, the developers are still unable to use the ideas, because they can’t
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buy the licenses. Most open source and free software communities simply lack the money.65
In other words, companies can block the communities from developing a good alternative to
their software and from entering their market niche. If the software is not very popular or
critical to the average computer user, then the patents are no threat. Problems arise when
patents protect a lot of important areas of computer software. In that scenario, communities
are unable to provide an alternative distribution that can compete with a commercial one. In
the end, it is not unthinkable that companies could push open source and free software
communities out of the software market. In that scenario, open source and free software
would be relegated to a very small scale in the most obscure market niches.
The second threat is the increased risk of infringing patents. Part of this threat originates from the
sheer number of patents. Research shows that the number of patents on software has
increased dramatically in recent years (Harison, 2002). Furthermore, to commit patent
infringement, companies or developers need not have had access to the patented idea.
Anyone developing software must therefore constantly check the patent database to ensure
they are not using an idea that is already patented. This is practically impossible and, at the
very least, substantially raises transaction costs in the communities. We could argue that
developers wanting to make sure they are not infringing a patent would do best to refrain
from software development entirely. In other words, independent developers and developers
from small companies might become afraid to develop software if the chance of a patent
infringement and consequent legal action is too great.
Few developers in the communities check the patent database regularly. Therefore, the
chances are that certain pieces of open source and free software do build on ideas that are
already laid down in a patent. This means that even users of open source and free software
can be sued for infringing the patent. So not only is developing open source and free
software dangerous, but using the software is dangerous as well. “One possible scenario is
that users of open source software will not want to bear the risks of patent infringement on
their own” (Kahin, 2002, p. 3). What happens if companies decide to sue people for using
open source and free software that infringes a patent? Will they continue to use the
software?
Companies hiring core open source and free software developers
Another threat posed by companies is that they have money to attract open source and free
software developers with a high reputation. Companies hire many developers from open source and
free software communities to work for them. Here, two scenarios are possible. In the first,
the companies hire core developers and forbid them to continue their work in the
communities. For the communities to survive and continue writing high-quality software this
A number of patent holders have decided to license their patent under a RAND (reasonable and
non-discriminatory) license. The RAND license states that all users must pay an equal fee for using
the patented idea, which resides in the software. The licenses discriminate against open source and
free software communities though, because the communities have no idea how many people have
downloaded and use their software, since people can download the software without required
registration (based on an interview with Bradley Kuhn).
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means that new developers have to take over the role of the employed developers. Is the
model of open source and free software strong enough to fill these vacancies, which
companies have created?
In the second scenario, the companies stimulate the developers to continue working for the
community. Question in this scenario is what happens if the developers are supposed to
meet a certain company-imposed performance level. Will they try to enforce these measures
on the rest of the community? Will this threaten the high tolerance for mistakes? Will new
people still be attracted to work in the communities if ex ante performance indicators require
them to write specific software within a predefined time?
Free-riding
Currently companies can free-ride on the efforts of open source and free software developers. Companies
can take open source and free software and market it under their own name. They cannot
claim IPR on the original software, but they can claim IPR on all the enhancements they
make to the software. A company does not need to pay for using open source and free
software, but it can exclude the community from using and copying its enhancements. What
would happen if the company’s version becomes the most popular one? Will developers still
be inclined to spend effort to create software that directly leads to profit for companies and
to better software, which they cannot use for free?
Performance indicators
Companies make much more use of performance indicators than the open source and free
software communities do. After all, the communities are mostly made up of people who
develop software for fun and to fulfill a personal need. To them developing software is
purely a hobby. Therefore, they strongly dislike clear and unambiguous ex ante performance
indicators and a focus on efficiency. Instead, they want to experiment and are likely to be tolerant of
mistakes. What happens if companies are able to transform the culture of an open source and
free software community to a culture of efficiency enforced by many ex ante performance
indicators? This will quite likely have a chilling effect on the community. Many developers
will decide to leave the community and the continual influx of people will be halted.
Commercialization
The final threat is commercialization. Let’s assume that open source and free software
communities continue their growth and success. This means that more and more companies
start using the software. But their requirements are very different from those of the
individual developers. Companies, for instance, want their software to be backward
compatible.66 This would increase the level of lock-in in communities. This implies that open source
66 Lerner and Tirole (2002) express the same worry. They describe how the communities must be able
to maintain back compatibility when the software reaches maturity. The Python programming
language is an example of open source and free software that is required to maintain backward
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and free software developers would have to work on tasks that are much less enjoyable than
pure development.67 Moreover, these tasks are unlikely to be in line with the developers own
needs. Thus, the only benefit a developer can receive from this task is reputation. Is this
enough? In other words, does maintaining backward compatibility bring enough benefits to
induce a developer to remain active in the communities?
3.6 - Summary
This chapter introduced the concept of IPR. It discussed two types of rights extensively,
namely copyrights and patent rights. Both rights are aimed at balancing two goals. On the
one hand the rights intend to stimulate innovation. On the other hand they aim to ensure
knowledge transfer from one company or individual to another. Although both rights have
long traditions, they seem unable to cope with the challenges of the digital age.
Section three introduced a number of challenges that IPR currently faces. One of these is the
hybrid nature of software. On the one hand software can be seen as an expression of a
creative work and on the other hand as an engineering solution. As an expression of a
creative work software should be copyrightable and as an engineering solution it should be
patentable. In the United States software can therefore be patented and copyrighted at the
same time. Many open source and free software developers fear that this will ruin the
communities. They see patents on software as one of the major threats to open source and
free software.
The fourth section introduced the way companies develop software and the role of IPR in
this. It showed that companies differ in almost every way from the communities. The fifth
section introduced some threats that the commercial business model might present to the
communities. The next chapter discusses mechanisms that have emerged from the
communities to protect their way of working against some of the threats posed by the
companies.

compatibility (based on an interview with Guido van Rossum). It will be interesting to see if and how
the Python community is able to deal with this issue.
67 Ensuring backward compatibility is a tough task and one that developers rarely consider interesting.
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Chapter 4 - Mechanisms to protect the commons
4.1 - Introduction
The previous chapter discussed how IPR and companies pose a threat to the future of open
source and free software communities. Companies, in particular, threaten to ‘privatize the
commons’ by using IPR to serve their own interests. In this chapter we will see that the
communities have been capable of defending themselves against a number of the threats.
They have used a number of mechanisms to do so.
First are the open source and free software licenses. These licenses are an unprecedented and
radically new type of IPR license. Open source and free software licenses usually explicitly
state that anyone should have access to the software and that no one can be excluded from
its use. This is in sharp contrast to the way that companies use IPR. They use IPR mainly as
a means to achieve a limited monopoly on software and thus to exclude others from its use.
The name traditional IP licenses reflects the way companies use IPR. The second section of
this chapter explains the concept of licenses in more detail.
The second mechanism is the foundations created by the communities. We call these
beachheads. A beachhead is “an area on a hostile shore occupied to secure further landing of
troops and supplies.”68 In a sense, the foundations serve the same goal as a beachhead. They
are established to give open source and free software a place in the physical domain. We saw
that companies’ way of working is very different from that of open source and free software
communities. To communicate with companies and to ‘play the same game’, communities
have erected the foundations.
The third mechanism is a collection of more or less random strategies. Developers and
foundations have adopted these strategies to protect themselves against companies and to
make sure that companies act according to their rules.
Section five discusses a critique expressed by companies against the licenses specifically and
open source and free software communities in general. The chapter then ends with a
summary of the effects of the protection mechanisms.
4.2 - Open source and free software licenses
An open source and free software license “is very dependent on copyright, but it turns it
around; on its head. Instead of limiting use, it frees the source code.”69 Two licenses receive
particular attention here, namely the Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD) license and the
General Public License (GPL). These are considered to be the fundamental two licenses,
which form the basis of most other licenses.
68 Definition of a beachhead was taken from the Merriam-Webster dictionary, which can be found online at the site: http://www.m-w.com/cgi-bin/dictionary (last visited September 2002).
69 Cited from an interview with Bradley Kuhn.
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The BSD license
The BSD license was developed by Berkeley University and used to license BSD software.
“The BSD license is probably one of the least restrictive ones in the world… The license has
few requirements beyond keeping the copyright notice intact and including some credit for
the University of California” (Wayner, 2000). At first the license required that a company
request written permission to use the names of the contributors. This clause was removed in
1999 though. Without the clause the license has become the equivalent of another popular
open source license, namely the MIT license.
Anyone can use, modify and sell software that is licensed under the BSD license, without
giving anything back to the community. They can keep the source code of the modified
version to themselves, even if they decide to sell the modified version. There is a lot of
controversy about the BSD license within the community, because many feel that the license
makes no sense: “Why do you want to say we know that people are taking our software and
that they are contaminating it, but we are going to release it anyway?”70 Companies can use,
modify and sell the software and the license does not require them to contribute anything
back to the community that originally developed the software. The license effectively
stimulates companies to free-ride on the efforts of developers from the community.
On the other hand, a large camp of people feels that the BSD license (including its
derivatives) is fair. They feel that it should be possible for companies to invest in the
development of open source software and make a profit from that.71 Companies do not
harm the community by taking the software and selling their modified version, as long as
they do not use the software’s original name. The original name is reserved for the software
developed by the community. The company must use another name if it develops a modified
version, for a number of reasons. First, the users of the software will ask questions about the
modified version, which the community cannot answer since it might not have access to the
source code of the modified version. The company could also contaminate the software with
bad code, which would lead to a devaluation of the original name. Most communities
therefore trademark their project name, which enables them to prohibit companies from
selling modified versions under the trademarked name.
Derivatives of the BSD license
Many open source licenses derive from the BSD license, but have a number of added
clauses. The Academic Software License,72 for instance, is similar to the BSD license. But in

Cited from an interview with Don Marti.
This argument was heard in many interviews, for example, during an interview with Jason Hunter
and James Duncan Davidson.
72 The exact content of the academic license can be found on the Open Source Initiative (OSI)
website (http://www.opensource.org). It is outside the scope of this research to enumerate the exact
content of every license because (1) there are hundreds of different licenses and (2) we are just
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it a number of clauses of the BSD license are rewritten because they are allegedly vague and
incomplete. Another difference is a clause that prohibits the use of names of the licensor and
contributors and prohibits use of trademarks and service marks to promote modified
versions of the software.
Another license derived from the BSD license is the Apache Software License. The primary
difference between this and the BSD license is the stipulation that no modified versions can
use the Apache name. More changes are about to be made though. “We are working to
change the license. We are cleaning it, making it simpler. Currently the license isn’t
addressing certain issues yet.”73 One issue that needs to be addressed is what happens if
someone makes a distribution of the Apache software.
The GPL
The first version of the GPL was developed by Richard Stallman and released in 1989.
Currently most projects use the second version, which was released in 1991. The GPL is
quite large and contains a number of interesting clauses. Stallman himself describes the main
philosophy of the license:
What the GPL does is to prevent companies from blocking and enclosing the software. Do
you know what enclosure means? Enclosure has its roots in history. Back in the 1600s the
land was not owned by anyone, it was in the hands of the commoners. Then people came
and put a fence around the land and effectively took the common land away from the
commoners. This created a lot of hostility. The GPL prevents companies from taking the
software away from the commons. It has become free software. Free software is the
commons of the Internet. It is like a public park. Everyone can use it, but they cannot build
a fence around it.74

To ensure that the software remains in the commons, the license grants every user rights and
restrictions. The GPL enables every user the right to use, copy, modify and redistribute
software that is licensed under it. Developers can understand and change software only
when they have access to its source code. The GPL ensures this access by prohibiting the
copying and distribution of software unless it is accompanied by the complete corresponding
source code or information for ordering the complete corresponding source code. This
restriction ensures that the source code of GPL software always remains accessible and thus
free.
The GPL restricts the user as well. It demands that modified versions of the software must
also be licensed under the GPL. The license even states that when pieces of GPL software
are combined with other software, the entire new program must be licensed under the GPL.
This last requirement is the viral trap of the GPL; individual developers and companies have

interested in the influence the licenses have on the behavior of individual developers, communities of
developers and companies.
73 Cited from an interview with Dirk-Willem van Gulik.
74 Cited from an interview with Richard Stallman.
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to license their entire program under the GPL even when they add merely a small piece of
GPL software to it.
Clause 7 of the GPL states that violators of the GPL automatically lose their right to use the
software. “That is what we like to call the liberty or death clause. If you infringe the GPL
once then you’re out.”75 This clause is also used to ensure that software cannot be made
proprietary. What would happen if someone included software in a GPL program that
imposes a certain condition, like a patented idea, on users?76 It is likely that in this case the
additional condition and the GPL are conflicting and cannot be satisfied simultaneously.
Clause 7 of the license then states that the software may not be distributed. The software is
isolated and further distribution stopped. There are two ways in which the software in
question can again be distributed: (1) if the condition is no longer imposed on the user,
because for example the condition has expired; or (2) if the software on which the condition
rests is entirely removed from the program.77
GPL version 3.078
“The GPL version 2.0 was developed in 1991. When writing a license one can only see so
many years ahead. Currently the GPL 2.0 has trouble addressing certain issues.”79 A new
version of the GPL is now being written. Version 3.0 should address at least two issues,
discussed below.
The first issue is the biggest, namely the fact that the current GPL fails to address the
specific nature of Web applications. Web applications run on servers. Users of an application
do not make a copy of the application when they decide to use it. This means that the
owners of a Web application are not physically distributing software when someone is using
their application. The user does not make a copy of the software, but uses the version that is
located on the server. The GPL does not apply to owners of these applications, because they
are not distributing the software. This means that they can modify applications that are
licensed under the GPL and place it on their website without distributing the source code of
the modified version. They can thus erect a fence around the free Web application.
A company called Affero was confronted with this shortcoming in the GPL license. Affero
licensed the Web applications on its website under the GPL and included a button that
enables people to download the source code of the applications, because it feels it is
important for people to understand the software. But now Affero faces the situation that
competitors can download the source code and develop their own version without revealing
the source code of their modifications. Affero doesn’t mind that people copy its software
and make a commercial version of it, but it feels it has a right to receive and review the

Cited from an interview with Richard Stallman.
A court judgment, an agreement, a patent or something else can impose conditions on users.
77 Based on an interview with Don Marti.
78 This section is based on an interview with Bradley Kuhn.
79 Cited from an interview with Bradley Kuhn.
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modifications. The Affero GPL, also known as GPL version 3.0, was released to address this
issue. The new version is still in alpha release though.
The second issue is that the current version of the GPL is quite strict in the way that the
source code of a program must be distributed with the program. The current GPL states, “If
distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a
designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source code from the same
place counts as distribution of the source code.” Thus the GPL explicitly states that to
distribute the source code, the code must be made available at the same place as the
distributed program. Currently more and more software is distributed through the Internet.
Distributing source code from a different website on the same server could therefore be
considered as an offering at another place and thus violate the GPL. The new version also
tries to address this issue.
Derivatives of the GPL
One of the derivatives of the GPL is the LGPL, which is almost identical to the GPL. There
is just one important difference, namely the LGPL does not have the viral character. As we
discussed earlier, when software licensed under the GPL is combined with other software to
form a program then the entire new program is subject to the GPL. Yet this viral character
of the GPL is a problem for libraries. Libraries are always used in combination with other
programs. The library and the other programs operate quite independently, but they become
one program. If the library is licensed under the GPL then the entire program becomes
licensed under the GPL. Because the LGPL does not include the viral character, it is a
concession for libraries. A program can thus link to a library licensed under the LGPL and
keep its original license. The preamble of the LGPL states, “We use this license for certain
libraries in order to permit linking those libraries into non-free programs.” The rest of the
LGPL is exactly identical to the GPL.
Another derivative of the GPL is the SISSL, which was developed by Sun and used to
license OpenOffice software. The SISSL is not that different from the LGPL, except that it
is in more standard legal language. “Sun wanted a license with a stronger lingual legal
basis.”80
Effects of the licenses
We’ve now discussed a number of licenses in more detail. But what exactly are their effects
on the open source and free software communities? How do they support the way
individuals cooperate and coordinate their work?
The largest effects of these licenses are to institutionalize the low transaction costs and to prevent
lock-in. Obviously these licenses, irrespective of their many little differences, ensure the
availability of source code at no cost. Anyone can read the code and learn how the software
works, as the licenses ensure that the source code is freely available.
80

Cited from an interview with Josh Berkus.
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In certain cases appropriation is allowed, for instance, with the BSD license. But people
cannot be stopped from using source code that is licensed under an open source or free
software license. Therefore, the licenses ensure that the source code remains open. The GPL even
leads to more software becoming open and free, because of its viral character.
Finally the licenses institutionalize distributed ownership. While the licenses grant users the right
to use the software, ownership remains with the original author. The GPL even has a clause
that requires people to list all the changes they add to the source code. The list of changes
functions as a register, clarifying who has written and thus owns what.
The BSD license and most of its derivatives do not prevent companies from taking the
software proprietary. They do ensure that at least one version of the software remains open
and freely available. The license thus protects some of the characteristics of the communities
without forcing companies to change their way of working. Companies can still take the
software proprietary and develop it further according to their criteria. In certain cases
companies have sought partnership with a community, even though the software they were
interested in was licensed under a BSD license. The next chapter discusses such strategies.
Legal status of the licenses
The legal status of the GPL is uncertain since it has yet to be tested in court. Remarkably,
some institutions have written slightly altered versions of the BSD and the GPL. In both
cases the alleged reason was the use of language, which was said to be not explicit or legal
enough. Usually the GPL is enforced by simple request. In just one percent of cases does the
company refuse to comply straight away. It has never come to a lawsuit though, because “no
attorney would decide to go to court. Because the license is very strong, they are very likely
to lose.”81 Like Bradley Kuhn, most developers feel that the licenses are strong and will hold
in court. But if this is the case, why have other licenses been written? The purported reason
is because the licenses are not explicit enough. Whatever the legal status, it is clear that the
developers do trust in the licenses and their ability to protect them against the ‘evil
intentions’ of companies. The licenses will thus support and protect the communities’
requirements until their legal status is challenged in court. Then it is up to the courts to
decide whether trust in the licenses is justified.
4.3 - Beachheads
The most important mechanisms to protect the characteristics of the communities have
been discussed. The licenses themselves are not enough to protect the communities though.
Who or what can ensure that no one infringes the licenses? Who or what can protect the
communities from companies that create licenses similar to an open source license, but
which contain a trap? In answer, foundations have been created, which should solve these
issues. Two such foundations focus entirely on defending open source and free software.
81
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They are the Open Source Initiative (OSI) and the Free Software Foundation (FSF). Other
foundations are the Apache Software Foundation (ASF), the KDE Free QT Foundation and
the Python Software Foundation. These foundations were all erected with the sole purpose
to act according to corporate rules. It should be obvious that most developers in the
communities have no interest in dealing with rules of the physical domain. The foundations
take on this responsibility. They are able to act according to the rules that govern the
physical domain.
The Free Software Foundation
“The Free Software Foundation started in 1985 as a legal umbrella for the GNU projects,
mainly for the legal implications of copyrights.”82 Richard Stallman founded the FSF as a
charity foundation, earning its money through the sale of books, printed material and
charitable donations. The FSF hosts many free software projects under the GNU name.
Projects include, for instance, Emacs, GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) and Lilypond.
The activities of the FSF include support in archiving free software; diplomacy, such as
acting as mediator and stimulating interaction between developers from different
communities; support to free software developers on legal issues; enforcement of the GPL;
collecting the copyrights needed to enforce the GPL; maintaining the GPL; and promoting
the concept of free software.83
Most FSF activities are focused on creating an infrastructure that ensures the software
remains open and the communities collaborate. FSF activities can be grouped in three
categories. The first category is to host projects. Some of these are to develop the software
vital for the continued development of free and open source software, much of which is
used by millions of developers worldwide. For example, the websites and mailing lists of
these projects run on the FSF server. The FSF also tries to promote collaboration and
coordination between different projects by acting as a mediator in case of conflicts. Without
this involvement it is uncertain whether the projects hosted by the FSF would have become
as widely used as they currently are.
The second category of activities is GPL maintenance tasks and ensuring that people and
companies comply with the GPL. For example, the FSF updates the GPL when new
requirements emerge. Obviously a large number of projects will use the GPL only if it
manages to remain up to date with new developments. The FSF also makes sure that no one
violates the GPL. To prevent infringement, it employs a staff member to constantly surf the
Web and spot companies or individuals that infringe the license.84 When a violator is found
the staff member performs background research and composes a letter that is sent by either
Richard Stallman or Bradley Kuhn to inform the company or individual that they have
infringed the license and ask them to change their policy. The FSF effectively relieves
developers from the cumbersome job of constantly making sure that no one is misusing
Cited from an interview with Bradley Kuhn.
Based on an interview with Bradley Kuhn.
84 Based on an interview with David Turner.
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their software. The FSF also greatly eases developers’ job in ensuring that companies won’t
take their software proprietary. To enforce the GPL the FSF collects the copyright of every
contributor to a project. “When violations of the GPL occur (both GNU and non-GNU)
and the FSF doesn’t have the legal copyrights, the FSF can only offer lateral support.”85
“Without the copyright we can do nothing when someone infringes the GPL. We collect
copyrights because we are the custodians of the public interest.”86
The third category of activities is to promote and protect the concept of free software. The
FSF does this in a number of ways. One is to mobilize people to fight against patents on
software, since the FSF believes “it is absolutely vital to convince others to oppose
patents!”87 The FSF also created a network of people who regularly speak about free
software and its underlying concepts. In this way, it tries to convince people and companies
to open their source code and give users the freedom to use their software according to their
needs and wishes.
The Open Source Initiative
In 1998 Bruce Perens and Eric Raymond decided to use the term ‘open source’ to promote
free software in companies. They registered the term as a certification mark, with a binding
legal definition, which enabled them to defend it against abuse.88 At first the term was
connected to one particular project, namely Debian. Open source was supposed to be a
general term for the entire community though and was not to be tied to a single project. To
make this clear they decided to establish a new nonprofit organization called the Open
Source Initiative (OSI).
The foundation has a number of goals: “to own and defend the Open Source trademark, to
manage the www.opensource.org resources, to develop branding programs attractive to
software customers and producers, and to advance the cause of open-source software and
serve the hacker community in other appropriate ways.”89
The most interesting aspect of OSI is its certification program. The basis of the program is
the open source definition, which defines exactly when a license is open source. Many
companies and individuals decide to create their own licenses, which differ slightly from
existing ones. The creator can submit the license to the OSI, which then decides whether the
license conforms to the definition. If it does, the license is then officially OSI certified and
the software truly open source. The OSI also created a certification mark that should prevent
companies from misusing the term open source for licenses that are not certified open

Cited from an interview with Bradley Kuhn.
Cited from an interview with Richard Stallman.
87 Cited from an interview with Richard Stallman.
88 From the Internet: http://www.opensource.org/pressreleases/osi-launch.php (last visited August
2002).
89 From the Internet: http://www.opensource.org/pressreleases/osi-launch.php (last visited August
2002).
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source. The OSI supports the community “since the community needs a reliable way of
knowing whether a piece of software really is open source.”90
The Apache Software Foundation
Apache is a Web server and one of the most successful projects. Currently it serves most
active websites.91 There are a number of reasons why the ASF was created. One is the
involvement of IBM. In 1998 Apache was already popular. Around that time, IBM decided
to replace its domino server system with Apache. But IBM understood how the GPL
worked and before it adopted the Apache server it had to be sure that the software was free
of patents, copyrights and any piece of software licensed under the GPL. Therefore, it
financed the start of the ASF, to buffer it against GPL software and against any patented
software and to serve as IBM’s single point of reference for Apache.92
ASF serves the developers, too, by protecting them against possible lawsuits from
companies. “We are developing open source software for free, but that does not mean that
we want to get poor out of doing that. Therefore we started a legal entity. We decided to
create a not-for-profit organization that owns the copyright.”93
Perhaps the most important reason for the ASF, though, is to clarify ownership of the
software. “It is also a signal to other parties and companies that it is safe to use the code,
because there is a serious and legal party behind it. It is a level of formalization and
legalization we as a project had to go through.”94
The ASF is a membership foundation, with membership based on invitation. Those who
want to contribute code to the Apache server first have to sign an agreement that states (1)
they own the copyright on any source code they contribute to the project and (2) they give
the copyright on every piece of code they contribute to the ASF.
The reason for creating a non-profit organization is twofold. First, firms are not generally
inclined to sue a non-profit organization, because non-profits have few assets and because
suing a non-profit foundation makes a firm look bad. So even if patented software gets
included in the server, chances are that the patent holder would decide not to sue the ASF. If
they do, the developers themselves have nothing to fear. Without the ASF a company could
sue the developers individually for all they are worth. Thus, the ASF provides the developers
with insurance against legal action by companies and against patent infringement. The ASF
provides the same insurance to any company that decides to sell the server software to other
companies or users.95
From the Internet: http://www.opensource.org/docs/certification_mark.php (last visited August
2002).
91 From the Internet: http://www.netcraft.com/survey/ (last visited August 2002).
92 Based on an interview with Dirk-Willem van Gulik.
93 Cited from an interview with Brian Behlendorf.
94 Cited from an interview with Brian Behlendorf.
95 Based on interviews with Dirk-Willem van Gulik and Brian Behlendorf.
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The KDE Free Qt Foundation
Qt is a graphical toolkit that was created by Trolltech. Developers use graphical toolkits like
Qt to create a graphical environment. Qt is licensed under the GPL and it lies at the heart of
one of the most popular Linux desktop environments, namely KDE. At first Trolltech was
the source of much controversy in the open source and free software community. Trolltech
licensed its software under the QPL license, which stated that no entity may use Qt for
commercial purposes. Many developers felt that this was not in the open source and free
software spirit and that the license was incompatible with the GPL.96 Eventually Trolltech
capitulated to the pressure of the community and decided to license Qt under the GPL.97
Still many developers mistrusted Trolltech and its intentions. To express its alliance with the
free software and open source communities, Trolltech developers created a special
foundation, namely the KDE Free Qt Foundation.
[KDE Free Qt Foundation] will control the rights to the Qt Free Edition and ensure that
current and future releases of Qt will be available for free software development at all times.
All changes to the Qt Free Edition license will have to be approved by the KDE Free Qt
Foundation… Should Trolltech ever discontinue the Qt Free Edition for any reason
including, but not limited to, a buy-out of Trolltech, a merger or bankruptcy, the latest
version of the Qt Free Edition will be released under the BSD license.98

The foundation serves both the community and Trolltech. The community of developers is
ensured that the source code of Qt will remain open and available to them. The foundation
provides insurance for the community that it can use Qt without having to worry about the
strategies and actions of Trolltech. The foundation has also raised Trolltech’s image in the
community. It gives Trolltech a way to counterbalance any hostile takeover as well. The
intellectual property of Qt, which is Trolltech’s most valuable property, will become
worthless if a company decides to take over Trolltech.99
The Python Software Foundation
Python is an object-oriented programming language that was developed by a Dutch software
developer, Guido van Rossum. He founded Python in the late 1980s. Back then he worked
for the Dutch Center for Mathematics and Information (CWI). Then, after a time at the
Corporation for National Research Initiatives (CNRI), he became employed by a company
called Zope. Quite recently Zope created the Python Software Foundation (PSF) and the
community is still trying to establish the precise activities of the foundation. The primary
reason for the foundation is clear though:

96 Some of the strategies used by the community to persuade Trolltech to release its software under
the GPL are discussed later in this chapter.
97 Based on an interview with Joost Kooij and Joost van Baal and an interview with Ray Dassen.
98 Taken from the Internet: http://www.kde.org/kdeqtfoundation.html (last visited August 2002).
99 Based on an interview with David Kipping.
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…to eliminate the problem that if I change job the ownership of the newest version will
transfer to the new employer. Zope has helped in solving this issue. They said I should come
and work for them, but they do not want to claim ownership over the Python software. That
is my project.100

The idea is to make the PSF the legal owner of all intellectual property related to Python,
including the trademark, the service marks and the copyrights, which should “relieve the
legal burden on Python’s users.”101 Another goal of the PSF is to isolate Python from Zope.
“If something goes wrong and Zope is taken over by Microsoft, then Microsoft will not get
Python with it.”102
Effects of the organizations
These foundations serve different functions and have different histories, but they share the
desire to protect the characteristics that enable software development in an open and
collaborative environment. They protect the community against companies that wrongfully
use the labels of open source and free software, that infringe a license, that want to sue
developers or that want to claim property rights on open source and free software. These
foundations are fundamental in creating an environment in which the individual developers
can do what they like doing most, namely developing high-quality software.
4.4 - Strategies
Not every strategy to protect the continuance of the communities is formalized in a license
or organization. Indeed, it is impossible for the communities to protect themselves against
every threat, especially against the threat posed by patents. “To protect yourself against
patents… the only thing you can do is to take your project into exile. You can take your free
software project and move it to some country where these laws do not apply.”103 No
foundation or license can protect open source and free software development against a
patent claim. Yet there are some informal strategies, which are attempts to circumvent
patents and patent claims.
Boycott of software
One characteristic of open source and free software communities is that the source code
needs to be open and free. The licenses and foundations ensure that the source code remains
open. But what happens when the code was not open to begin with? At least not open
enough? In one case, the OSI decided that a license was open, but some communities
believed that it was incompatible with the GPL.

Cited from an interview with Guido van Rossum (translated from Dutch).
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The example involves Trolltech, which released Qt under the QPL, which is registered by
the OSI as an open source license. Yet the Debian community disagreed. It believed the
QPL to be incompatible with the GPL. The QPL is almost identical to the GPL, except for
one clause that prohibits companies from selling the software at a price beyond the cost of
data transfer. The GPL does allow companies to sell the software, at any price they like as
long as they include the source code.
The Debian community therefore decided to boycott the Qt software. Since Debian creates
one of the most popular Linux distributions the boycott meant the loss of a large potential
user base. The boycott did not end until Trolltech decided to release its software under the
GPL.104 Debian included Qt in its distribution only after Trolltech released version 2.2 under
the GPL.
Developing alternatives
KDE was the first graphical desktop environment for Linux. It builds on the Qt technology
developed by Trolltech. The FSF and Debian did not like Qt’s license though and therefore
refused to use KDE. To remedy the situation, the FSF decided to develop an alternative to
KDE based on a different graphical toolkit.105 The alternative, called Gnome, built on the
GTK library. Debian included only Gnome in its distribution, boosting Gnome’s popularity
immensely. KDE had provided Trolltech with a lot of publicity, but it became less and less
popular. In the end, the threat of Gnome and Debian’s reluctance to ship KDE led
Trolltech to decide to ship Qt under the GPL.
Another example of the strategy of writing alternatives is in audio file formats. MP3
technology can be considered the standard format for digital music compression. The
German research institute Fraunhofer developed the format and owns most of the
intellectual property on it. The institute licensed its rights to Thomson Multimedia. For
customers the format is free, but “companies that create software or hardware to play or
encode MP3, as well as those that distribute MP3 downloads, must pay patent royalties.”106
The licensing fees are extremely high.107 The open source and free software community is
writing a competing format, which is called Ogg Vorbis. This format is supposed to beat
MP3 in quality and is patent-free. Currently the battle is being fought and it is unclear what
the outcome will be. One of the most important questions influencing the outcome of the
battle is whether Ogg Vorbis is infringing a patent held by the Fraunhofer Institute.
Proponents of MP3 say that it is likely that the Ogg Vorbis team is indeed infringing a
patent. It is sure, though, that people and companies are using the new alternative format
because the MP3 format is simply too expensive.108
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Power play
It is hard for developers to create software that does not infringe some patent. One solution
is the strategy developed by the FSF. It has started negotiations with patent holders to
change their patents into a new royalty-free and irrevocable type. “This patent does not
require royalty payments in certain situations, like for instance in free software. But up to
now there have been only four situations in which the FSF was able to convince the patent
holder to change their patent into a ‘free software friendly’ patent.”109
Why would companies listen to the FSF, or any of the other foundations for that matter?
The reason is probably that these foundations are capable of mobilizing a large number of
open source and free software developers. Any of the foundations is capable of convincing
developers that a particular company does not act according to the rules of the communities
and thus threatens the communities’ future. In other words, they can blemish a company’s
image within the community of developers. By the same token a company can gain
reputation in the communities, for instance, by donating software or hardware or by being
friendly and opening communication with the foundations.
Publish early
Another strategy to prevent patent claims is to publish work as early as possible. Doing this
establishes prior art, which disqualifies a creative work from patent eligibility.
In 1987 I built a program… Rather then patent it, I sent it out. I was noted in a C User
Journal that picked it up and this guy from AT&T read it. He was working on a patent that
was based on some of the same ideas. When he read the article he dropped some of the
claims in his patent request, because they were already in my software. My stuff is prior art.
…So if you think you have something innovative, make it open source and get it out in the
open as soon as possible. Get listed on Freshmeat, get on Linux distribution CDs, get
articles out. Make sure that your idea is prior art and all this evidence will be there. There is
still the money part, but it is much harder to claim that you weren’t the first.110

Effects of the strategies
The results of these strategies are somewhat mixed. In one case we saw that they led
Trolltech to relicense its software under a different license. In other cases, like the MP3
technology, the strategies seem to be less successful. What they have in common though is
that they lead to a lot of free publicity for open source and free software communities and
negative publicity for patent holders.
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Cited from an interview with Bradley Kuhn.
Cited from an interview with Bruce Perens.
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4.5 - Communities becoming a threat to the corporate software development model
Open source and free software poses a threat to the corporate model of software
development. Reason being that software developed in the commons can be had for free.
Let’s for argument’s sake assume that open source and free software communities are able to
develop alternatives for much of the software developed by businesses. Let’s further assume
that these alternatives do not infringe any patents and that they are considered to be of equal
quality to most commercially developed software. Then the question arises: Why would
(corporate) users continue to pay for commercial software if an alternative can be
downloaded free from the Internet? In this scenario it is not unthinkable that most people
and companies will start to use open source and free software and stop paying for
commercially developed software. How can companies compete against communities that
charge no fee for their software?
For this scenario to work communities must ensure that they are properly defended against
companies that claim property rights on open source and free software. We argue that they
have so far managed to do just that. But not all the protection mechanisms are designed
merely to protect the commons. The GPL does more. It is also a direct threat to companies,
since it tries to enlarge the pool of open source and free software by its viral character.
The GPL virus
The GPL poses a threat to companies by introducing two mechanisms that are meant to deal
with IP and IPR. The first mechanism is that software licensed under the GPL can never be
made proprietary. Every company or individual that decides to distribute GPL’ed software
must include the original source code and any changes made to that source code. This means
that no one may make a version of GPL’ed software, distribute that version and keep the
source code secret.111
The second mechanism is the viral character of the GPL. The license is referred to as a virus
because it infects other software. The GPL mandates that all software containing GPL’ed
code must be licensed under the GPL as well. The GPL is therefore more than just a
mechanism to protect the communities. Its viral character also takes software that was
previously closed source into the commons. It forces companies and individuals to open the
source code of their in-house created software as well.
Many developers feel that, for these reasons, the GPL is too restrictive and doesn’t allow
them to reap the benefits of their efforts. Some even go so far as to call the GPL a fascist
document. “Many continue to rail against Stallman’s definition of freedom and characterize
the GPL as a fascist document that steals the rights of any programmer who comes along
afterward” (Wayner, 2000, p. 90). Microsoft leverages one of the most prominent
oppositions against the GPL, arguing that the GPL destroys the independent commercial
software sector.
There is one exception to this rule, namely the copyright holders of the GPL’ed software. They can
decide to license the software under a different license.
111
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This viral aspect of the GPL poses a threat to the intellectual property of any organization
making use of it. It also fundamentally undermines the independent commercial software
sector because it effectively makes it impossible to distribute software on a basis where
recipients pay for the product rather than just the cost of distribution.112

4.6 - Effects of the protection mechanisms
This chapter discussed three mechanisms for protecting the continuance of open source and
free software communities. They were open source and free software licenses, foundations
and strategies. These mechanisms prevent companies from privatizing the commons by
protecting three institutional conditions required by open source and free software communities:
•

Free availability of source code. Without the free availability of source code the
commons would not exist. The free availability of source code is what drives the
high level of knowledge sharing and innovation and causes the costs of entry
and transaction costs to be comparatively low.

•

Distributed ownership and control. Distributed ownership and control ensures the
absence of collective decision-making. As Chapter 2 showed, emergent
selection, based on professional attention, is a key source of innovation in the
communities.

•

Limited lock-in. There are a number of reasons why limited lock-in is important
in the communities. For example, the higher the level of lock-in the more
developers are forced to work on certain predefined tasks and software, which
rapidly lowers the joy they experience from development. Furthermore,
personal need is less likely to be met when lock-in is high. Both joy and
fulfillment of personal need are fundamental to the continual influx of new
people to the communities. Also, a higher level of lock-in is likely to reduce
tolerance for mistakes, increase the number of performance indicators and lead
to a shift towards more managerial decision-making.

The other seven characteristics of open source and free software communities depend on
these three institutional conditions. Table 4.1 illustrates the way the open source and free
software licenses, foundations and strategies protect the commons against threats from
companies.

112 This is from the Prepared Text of Remarks by Craig Mundle, who is a Microsoft Senior Vice President.
The text was taken from the Internet: http://www.microsoft.com/presspass/exec/craig/0503sharedsource.asp (last visited September 2002).
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Table 4.1 – Protection mechanisms of open source and free software communities
Institutional conditions
Protection mechanisms
Free availability of source code
Licenses protect against appropriation
Foundations reprimand infringement of the licenses
Strategies pressure companies and individuals to
make source code freely available
Distributed ownership and
Licenses institutionalize shared ownership but:
control
Foundations become centralized copyright owners
Limited lock-in
Licenses encourage the creation of alternatives and
even forks
The question now becomes how companies deal with these mechanisms. Are they able to
cooperate with the communities or have the mechanisms created an uncrossable barrier
between the commons and the companies in the physical domain? The next chapter deals
with this question.
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Chapter 5 - Living apart together: Hybrid business strategies on
the edge of the commons
5.1 - Introduction
In the last couple of years, open source and free software has matured and gained
momentum (Van Wendel de Joode and Kemp, 2002). A statement by Richard Schmalensee
in 1999 marked the beginning of the buzz surrounding open source and free software. The
dean of MIT said he saw Linux as a potential competitor for Microsoft (Wayner, 2000). But
not only Linux has become a potential competitor for Microsoft. There are many other
projects, like Apache, the Web server application that has a market share of almost 70
percent; KDE and Gnome, two popular graphical user interfaces that provide a goodlooking desktop environment; and OpenOffice, the open source version of StarOffice,
which is a well-known and much-comprising office suit. Together with many other
applications, they form a distribution that can compete with a Microsoft distribution and can
be downloaded for free. Companies feel they should get involved, as they see huge
opportunities in open source and free software.
Companies that want to get involved in open source and free software face one difficult
question, namely “How should we get involved?” How can a software developer or
hardware manufacturer earn money from open source and free software? Obviously they
cannot claim intellectual property on the software, as the communities have erected fences
to protect the software from such claims. So how does a company create value and how
does it cooperate with a community – a community based on so many contradictory values
and characteristics in ways of working and innovating? Thus, both hardware and software
manufacturers need to develop new strategies to make money from open source and free
software. What are these strategies? This chapter presents a number of strategies for
software developers and hardware manufacturers.
Yet hardware and software vendors are not the only ones challenged by open source and
free software. Corporate users also face interesting questions: How do we use open source
and free software in our business processes? How do we use software that is made by people
who have intended it strictly for their own use in their own homes? This chapter also
presents and discusses a number of strategies implemented by corporate users.
The chapter discusses many strategies. The novelty of these strategies lies partly in the fact
that they create new and innovative ways of working for the companies involved. For the
most part, the novelty lies in the fact that these companies create value by writing software
that benefits the community as well. Thus, companies create value for themselves and the
community at the same time.
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5.2 - Hybrid strategies for software developers
Business model
Software developers have to create value with property they do not own. In most cases they
manage to do so by tailoring open source and free software to the specific needs of their
(potential) customers. Zope, for instance, is such a company. It sells Web applications that
are based on freely available software, namely Zope and Python.
The business model of Zope is to provide Web applications for customers and we use Zope
and Python as a foundation for doing that. We save time and money using Zope, because it
provides a lot of building blocks that you need every time. In this way we keep our costs
down. We don’t need to re-implement the things all the time.113

Thus, the expertise of a company like Zope lies in its building specific solutions for
companies and not in writing an innovative software product. Innovation is ‘outsourced’ to
the Python and Zope communities.
Companies like Red Hat and SuSE resemble Zope in that they adopt open source and free
software and tailor it to the specific needs of their customers. Both Red Hat and SuSE burn
the software onto CD, provide a relatively easy procedure for installing it and add a user
manual. Customers of SuSE, Zope and Red Hat do not pay for the software itself, but pay
for the software being tailored to their needs. Most of the strategies discussed in this section
are developed by software vendors based on this business model.
The method of dual licensing114
Obviously it is quite hard to make money when the software is licensed under the GPL.
Tolltech has found an innovative way to make money with Qt though. It uses a so-called
‘dual licensing strategy’. The strategy works as follows. Qt is licensed under the GPL, but
also under a commercial license. Trolltech can do this because the company owns the
copyright on every single piece of the Qt software. Therefore, it can license the software in
as many different ways as it likes. The GPL version of Qt is used in the open source domain
and can be accessed by anyone who feels comfortable using the GPL. Most companies do
not like the GPL version of Qt though, because this would mean that everything built based
on Qt must also be licensed under the GPL. This is the viral character of the GPL. They
want to use Qt though, so these companies buy the commercial version of Qt.
For example, a company like Sharp does not want to open its entire desktop software to its
customers. It therefore doesn’t use the GPL version of Qt. Instead, Sharp buys a
commercial license from Trolltech, which allows it to keep its software closed. Obviously
companies have to pay a lot of money for the license to use Qt commercially. Thus,
Trolltech invests in creating software that is publicly available to anyone and earns a profit at
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Cited from an interview with Shane Hathaway.
This section including the Sharp example is based on an interview with David Kipping.
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the same time. Currently Trolltech has 3,000 commercial accounts. These are companies that
pay Trolltech to get the commercial version of Qt.
The GPL’ed version of Qt creates free publicity for Trolltech.
I think we get more customers, because it is open source software. Teachers teach their
students to work with Qt, students use it and developers use it in their private projects. If
these people go to work somewhere they will tell their bosses to use Qt because they like it
so much.115

There is a threat to Trolltech and the success of this model though. Dual licensing works
only if Trolltech owns all the copyrights on the source code. As the software is licensed
under the GPL, people can grab it and create their own project under a different name. This
could lead to a fork that could become more popular then Qt. Trolltech would not have the
copyright on the fork and thus could not include patches from the fork in its program. It is
imaginable that in this scenario companies would lose their interest in Qt and would no
longer be willing to pay for a license. To prevent this from happening, the company has
hired a large group of developers to actively develop Qt. They need to make sure that the
software is state of the art and meets the requirements of a large group of users. Only when
people are dissatisfied with the software will they decide to fork Qt and start a new project.
Thus, the pressure of the community creates an incentive for Trolltech to invest heavily in
the development of Qt.
Communities like KDE also benefit from Trolltech’s strategy, since developers get free
access to innovative and usually expensive software. Anyone who doesn’t mind the GPL
character of Qt now has a free graphical toolkit.
Different development lines
Apache has been the most popular Web server for the last couple of years. This has attracted
the interest of many companies. Yet the fact that Apache uses no deadlines or other ex ante
performance indicators has led to a lot of frustration for the companies using Apache. “One
of the problems is that the individuals who develop on Apache and come from Sun have
deadlines. That creates frustration when they need to work together with people who do it
for fun.”116 A company called Covalent has found a good way to overcome this difference in
attitude though.
Covalent decided to create its own Apache software development line, which enables it to
develop the software independently from the community. In a way, Covalent has created a
fork of the Apache software. In its version, it can optimise and reconfigure any part of the
official Apache tree and ensure that its version best meets its customers’ requirements. In
this way, it also shields its customers from the community. “The ASF may release four new
versions in one week… our customers don’t notice it though, because we isolate them
115
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Cited from an interview with David Kipping.
Cited from an interview with James Duncan Davidson and Jason Hunter.
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completely from the ASF. IBM uses the same system, Sun does it differently though.”117 For
Covalent, the advantage of disconnecting the development lines is that it no longer needs to
pressure the community. “We just don’t care if the ASF releases a new version or not.”118
The dual development lines enable Covalent to disconnect its development efforts from the
Apache development line. Covalent’s efforts focus primarily on creating a product that
better meets the wishes of its customers. Therefore, it runs a lot of tests and does a lot of
bug-fixing. These bug fixes are added in Covalent’s version immediately, but they are also
sent to the Apache community. In most cases, the Apache developers do add the fix in their
version as well. Thus the community benefits from Covalent’s involvement. The dual
development merely enables Covalent to keep a version in which mistakes are less tolerated
and deadlines for new releases are met.
The dual development lines method also has drawbacks. The most obvious is the continuous
need to integrate the improvements made by Covalent with the official Apache version and
vice versa. Covalent must continuously monitor developments in the Apache community.
The community might find and fix a bug after Covalent downloaded a version of the
software. In that case, Covalent must integrate the bug fix into its own version as well.
Stimulating developers to continue working in communities
There are many examples of companies hiring highly respected open source and free
software developers. For example, Zope hired Guido van Rossum, Covalent hired DirkWillem van Gulik and Hewlett-Packard hired Bruce Perens. These companies encourage the
developers to continue working for the community though. According to the developers,
their bosses don’t even require them to try to steer the community in a direction that is in
the company’s best interest.119 Why would a company invest money to hire these
developers?
One of the reasons is marketing. Most of the core developers are popular within the
community. They are frequently interviewed and regularly give talks at conferences. In these
talks and interviews they talk about their work and their employer, which provides free
publicity. Most developers also use their corporate e-mail account, which includes the name
of the company. For instance, a Belgian company called Mind encourages developers to
continue working in their communities. Every time they send in a bug fix or answer a
question from a user they use their Mind e-mail address. Potential customers of Mind are
struck by the fact that someone from Mind has such a high level of knowledge and

Cited from an interview with Dirk-Willem van Gulik (translated from Dutch).
Cited from an interview with Dirk-Willem van Gulik (translated from Dutch).
119 There are also some examples in which companies hire core developers to indirectly influence the
direction of a project. One such example is Zope, which hired a team of Python developers. Zope is
built on the Python programming language and depends on the stability of the language to create
innovative products. The team is supposed to ensure that the Python language is reliable enough.
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obviously they feel that Mind is a qualified company to contact when they face a problem.
“Chances are that such a company will call us.”120
Another reason why companies encourage developers to remain active in the communities is
to keep them up to date with the latest development in a particular area, so they can provide
better service to customers. In a way, the communities provide a free learning environment
for company employees who remain actively involved.
The most interesting aspect of software vendors’ strategy to motivate their employees to
remain active in certain communities is that the communities benefit as well. After all, these
companies encourage their developers to continue writing software for a community, to
answer questions and to write user manuals. Companies also pour money into the
communities, since the hired developers now earn enough to, for instance, buy a new piece
of hardware every once in a while and to make the hardware compatible with open source
and free software.
5.3 - Hybrid strategies for hardware manufacturers
Business model
It is much easier for hardware manufacturers to deal with open source and free software
communities. Their added value is achieved by selling hardware and the software is
considered complimentary. Obviously this is not always true though. IBM and HewlettPackard, for instance, have developed their own operating system in which they have
invested a lot of money. Sun also has a lot of in-house software development; good
examples are its operating system Solaris, the office suit StarOffice and the programming
language Java. Still, in most cases the hardware vendor gives away its operating systems for
free if a customer buys hardware, especially mainframes.121
So why and when does a manufacturer deal with open source and free software
communities. Recall that one characteristic of the communities is that developers lack access
to expensive hardware. Big mainframes, for instance, are extremely expensive and most
developers cannot afford to buy them. Most also lack the knowledge and skills to write
software for these mainframes.122 The problem also concerns small pieces of hardware, like a
USB camera, the newest flat-screen monitor or a new and expensive sound card. Yet
manufacturers want their hardware – be it a mainframe or a monitor – to be compatible with
as much software as possible. Therefore, they must ensure that the software is written and
tested.
The most obvious strategy for this is to hire one or more developers to write the software
in-house. That software is then given away for free to the community. The community keeps

Cited from an interview with Peter Vandenabeele.
Based on a conversation with Robert D. McDonell.
122 This observation was expressed by two respondents, namely Ian Holsman and Andries Brouwer.
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the software up to date and thus keeps the hardware compatible with distributions like Red
Hat and Debian. Other strategies are less obvious and more interesting.
Giving away free hardware
Another strategy employed by hardware vendors is to give their hardware to open source
and free software developers for free. They hope that in return developers will write an
application that will make the hardware compatible with a specific operating system or other
piece of software. One developer told the story of writing a driver123 for a company. “I got a
new camera and they asked me if I could make it work for Linux.”124 A company loses some
of its profit by giving away a product for free. Yet it saves money as well, because it does not
need to pay a developer to write the driver. Developers from open source and free software
communities also benefit, because they receive the latest hardware and its specifications for
free.125 This enables them to write software that is compatible with the latest hardware. One
problem of this strategy is that a company cannot set deadlines or other ex ante performance
indicators. It depends on the good intentions of a developer.
Outsourcing software development126
Another strategy for a hardware manufacturer is to outsource software development to a
specialized software company like LinuxCare. Outsourcing to another company allows the
hardware manufacturer to set ex ante performance indicators, but in return the company
now has to pay for software development. Bill Schoolcraft of LinuxCare explains how this
works:
There was this case when Linux companies wanted Sun’s T3 product. This was a problem
because these companies were all running different distributions of Linux, like Mandrake,
Debian, SuSE or Red Hat. Sun turned to us and we wrote a program that could be slipped
into the Linux kernel so all distributions could happily talk to Sun’s proprietary software that
was on the T3.127

Although Sun pays LinuxCare to write the software, the end program is not proprietary;
instead Sun tells LinuxCare to give the end program to the community. In this case the
Linux kernel community accepted the patch, which enabled the Linux kernel to run on the
T3.
This strategy benefits two companies and the kernel community. First, Sun benefits because
its product is now compatible with the Linux kernel and thus with every distribution based
on the latest Linux kernel. Sun, therefore, increases its potential user base for the T3.
A driver is the part of the operating system that takes care of the communication with the
hardware device.
124 Cited from an interview with Jeroen Vreeken (translated from Dutch).
125 Usually this is quite a cumbersome process, as some hardware vendors do not like to give away
their hardware specifications (based on an interview with Matt Ollander).
126 This section is based on an interview with Bill Schoolcraft.
127 Cited from an interview with Bill Schoolcraft.
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LinuxCare earns money, because it has the knowledge and expertise to write the software
within the deadline set by Sun. Finally, the community benefits because the Linux kernel
now runs on Sun’s T3. The community not only receives the software for free, but also
increases its potential user base.
Outsourcing testing128
LinuxCare’s activities are not limited to writing software; the company also runs many tests.
Hardware vendors like Sun, IBM and Dell contact the company and ask it to test particular
open source and free software distributions on their hardware. Many times LinuxCare finds
that a certain distribution does not run on a particular machine or that a certain piece of
hardware, for instance, a sound card or video card, does not work. In these cases, the
company advises the hardware vendor not to ship that piece of hardware or not to ship the
machine with a particular type of distribution. The hardware vendor then either accepts the
advice and does not ship the hardware or it writes modifications of the software to ensure
that the hardware is compatible.
Open source communities also benefit from the tests performed by LinuxCare, because they
lack the hardware to run these tests themselves. Furthermore, individual developers are not
that interested in running many test. They use the software on their own computers. Why
would they want to test the software if their own computer doesn’t crash? The requirements
of individual developers are totally different from those of corporate users. This point is
further discussed in the next section.
5.4 - Hybrid strategies for corporate users
The business logic
In some cases, corporate users pay a vendor to implement open source and free software. In
other cases, companies pay for a commercial distribution like Red Hat. These companies pay
a little extra for their not having to worry about how the software works. They may choose
open source and free software because the commercial distributions of this software are
much cheaper than proprietary distributions. Yet another much more important reason
seems to be that corporate users like the fact that in open source and free software they have
control over the product. They have access to the source code and can thus implement
changes themselves, which makes them less dependent on the wishes and demands of one
company.129
The advantage becomes extremely visible when a company that sold a software distribution
goes bankrupt. In case of closed software, the company can no longer upgrade the software
or solve any problems with it. It depended on the now-bankrupt company. In a distribution
This section is based on an interview with Bill Schoolcraft.
Based on an interview with Arnold Immens from Frog. Frog is a company that builds automated
guided vehicles. A Red Hat distribution is installed in every vehicle. Frog writes specific drivers that
are included in the distribution and are used to control the vehicle.
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where the source code was freely available, corporate users do not face this problem. They
can change the software themselves or hire someone to do it. An employee from Cnet
explains:
We don’t want to become dependent on a software vendor who decides when a bug gets
resolved in a new release. When we spot a bug we like to fix it right away. With closed
source you have to wait for the vendor to respond to the feature requests and the bug fixes.
With open source you can hack at it to have a proper fix.130

The dilemma
Throughout the years corporate users have become increasingly important in the
development of open source and free software. In most cases, companies have become
active members in a community and contributed a lot of software. They face one big
challenge though, and that is the difference in attitude. Corporate users of open source and
free software use the software differently than individual and independent developers.
Therefore, the community can greatly benefit from the active participation of corporate
users.
We are not experts in coding, but we bring in something else really valuable that we
contribute to the Apache community. We have a huge experience running major websites
and we give back this experience to the community. We are not a vendor who is trying to sell
it, we are a user and we therefore have a different perspective. We are much more pragmatic
and we contribute in giving cases or certain situations where Apache can be improved, based
on real business situations.131

Returning the source code to the community not only benefits the community. It is also
beneficial for the corporate user:
At Yahoo we use Apache. There are a number of people at Yahoo that help write Apache
code to ensure more up-time. Most of these patches are sent to the community. Once a
patch is applied we don’t need to worry about it anymore. If it is not applied and we need
the patch, then we have to include it in every new upgrade.132

Thus, active involvement of corporate users benefits both the community and the company.
Still, the involvement faces one serious problem, which is exactly why the companies are so
valuable to the community, namely their different way of using open source and free
software. The different usage not only leads to different knowledge, but also to a difference
in requirements. Independent developers like to use software that they can constantly change
by adding new features and applications. Instead, companies want software that is reliable,
does not change a lot and costs them as little money as possible. Both individual developers
and corporate users have become active participants of the same communities. How does
this work? Why doesn’t this lead to conflict? Two strategies serve to relieve the tensions.
Cited from an interview with Ian Holsman.
Cited from an interview with Ian Holsman.
132 Cited from an interview with Sander van Zoest (translated from Dutch)
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Using the stable version
The first strategy that corporate users have adopted to overcome part of the problem is an
obvious one, namely to use the stable version. Most communities have two versions of the
same software: a stable version and a development version. In the development version new
features are added almost daily. A stable version, though, has gone through a number of
tests and most bugs have been removed. Using the stable version is the easiest way for the
corporate user to ensure that their software is reliable and does not change on a daily basis.
When using the stable version the company will still discover bugs and problems. Therefore,
every community has to update the latest stable version quite regularly. This cannot be
compared to the number of changes that occur in the development version though. The bug
fixes in the stable version are almost always added to the development version as well. This
means that the company benefits by having a more stable version that does not change as
frequently; and the community benefits by using the bug fixes received from companies.
Creating a business forum 133
In certain communities, companies feel that even the stable version undergoes too many
changes. One such community is the Python community. As the creator of the Python
programming language explains, “They don’t want the language to change.”134 Companies
want a language that remains the same for a long period of time and in which only the bugs
are fixed. So how can a community deal with this conflict?
Corporate users in the Python community have taken the initiative to overcome the
difference in mentality by erecting the Python Business Forum. This forum has just been
formed, and it is as yet unclear exactly what it will do. One idea is that the forum will
maintain a version of Python called ‘Python in a Tie’. Python in a Tie will focus on stability
rather than continual addition of new features. The forum is also committed to maintain a
version for at least 18 months.
If the forum succeeds then the goals and wishes of the developers might effectively be
separated from the agenda of corporate users. In a way, the business forum will fork a
version of the Python programming language. In the forked version, corporate users will add
no new features and merely concentrate on fixing bugs. The Python community can enhance
their language without worrying too much about the needs of corporate users. Thus, both
the independent developers and the corporate users benefit from this split. It remains to be
seen though, if the two versions will ever again be reconciled or whether the fork will result
in two entirely independent communities.

Based on a presentation by Guido van Rossum at the O’Reilly Open Source Convention in San
Diego, July 22-26, 2002.
134 Cited from an interview with Guido van Rossum.
133
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5.5 - Conclusion
This chapter examined the effects of the mechanisms used by the communities to protect
the commons. In a number of cases the mechanisms led companies to adapt their way of
working to the characteristics of the open source and free software communities. Companies
did so by acknowledging their differences with the communities and creating strategies to
deal with these differences. These strategies enable them create value and make money. The
communities also benefit, since the companies provide developers with software, hardware
and even money.
This chapter further divided companies into three groups. The first group consisted of
software developers. We identified and discussed three strategies employed by software
developers to deal with the characteristics of the communities. The first strategy, dual
licensing, is used by Trolltech to make money from something that is freely available. The
second strategy is the use of different development lines. Covalent uses this strategy to overcome
the communities’ lack of clear performance indicators and their high tolerance for mistakes.
The third strategy is stimulating developers to continue working in the communities.
The second group of companies consisted of hardware manufacturers. In some cases,
manufacturers give away hardware for free to encourage developers to write open source and free
software for their hardware. Thus, instead of writing the code themselves, they depend on
developers in the community. Other strategies were to outsource software development and
outsource testing. Hardware manufacturers apply both strategies to ensure that their hardware is
compatible with open source and free software. In most of the strategies presented, the
hardware manufacturer ends up paying for the development of open source and free
software.
The third group consisted of corporate users. Here, we introduced and discussed two
strategies, namely using the stable version and creating a business forum. Both strategies were
implemented to relieve the corporate user of a lot of work, mostly in the form of continuous
updates.
Each of these hybrid strategies was developed by companies, first to deal with the specific
nature of the communities and second to enable them to make a profit in the physical
domain. Table 5.1 lists the hybrid business strategies and the way they correspond with the
characteristics of open source and free software communities.
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Table 5.1 – Hybrid business strategies to deal with the characteristics of the communities
Community characteristics
Hybrid business strategies
Free availability of source code
Businesses send fixes and new pieces of source
code to the community
Distributed ownership and control
Businesses create value without IPR:
1. by testing open source and free software on
hardware
2. by dual licensing
3. by providing special services
Limited lock-in
Businesses create a business forum to maintain
one particular version of the software
High tolerance for mistakes
Businesses create separate development lines
and use stable versions
No ex ante performance indicators
Businesses create separate development lines
and use stable versions
Selection through professional attention
Businesses create separate development lines
Selection based on technical merits
Businesses create separate development lines
(elegance)
Shortage of money and (newest)
Business ameliorate resource shortages:
hardware
1. by paying core developers or software
companies to develop software
2. by donating hardware to developers
3. by hiring companies to test hardware
Continual influx of new people
Companies pay core developers to work on
open source and free software
Limited knowledge about end users
Companies write manuals and create install
procedures
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Chapter 6 - Analysis and conclusion
“Does Microsoft need a 70-year copyright protection system?”135

Five questions guided the research that led to this report. This chapter presents each
question and an answer. Four of the five answers are found within this report and are
therefore merely summarized in this chapter. The answer to the fifth question is not yet
given and therefore receives special attention here.
The open source and free software licenses
Two questions related to the licenses. They were the following:
1. Why have open source and free software communities created so many
different licenses to protect their intellectual property?
a. What are the differences between the licenses?
b. What functions are expressed by the licenses?
c. What is the legal status of the licenses?
2. What influence do licenses have on the organization of the communities and
their ability to innovate?
We argued that many of the licenses derive from two licenses, namely the BSD license and
the GPL. The licenses constitute one of the three groups of protection mechanisms that are
intended to safeguard open source and free software communities from threats from
companies. The BSD is an entirely free license, as it does not restrict people in their use of
the software. One can even take the software proprietary. The GPL is much more restrictive.
The GPL requires people and companies distributing software licensed under it to distribute
the source code of that software as well. This restriction applies to all software licensed
under the GPL, it applies to modifications made to software licensed under the GPL and it
applies to software that includes software licensed under the GPL. This is called the viral
aspect of the license.
Each open source and free software license serves more or less the same function, namely to
protect the fundamental principles of the communities. One could say that the licenses
institutionalize the organization of the communities and their ability to create innovation.
The licenses protect the principles of the communities by (1) ensuring that the source code
remains freely available, (2) institutionalizing shared ownership and (3) encouraging the
development of alternatives and even forks.
To enforce the licenses, open source and free software developers have created foundations.
One of the best-known of the foundations is the Free Software Foundation (FSF). One of
the goals of the FSF is to maintain the GPL. Another goal is to collect the copyrights on
135
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software that is licensed under the GPL. Owning the copyrights of the software enables the
FSF to enforce the GPL by suing people and companies that infringe the license.
Both the BSD license and the GPL have made special use of IPR. Richard Stallman, author
of the GPL, explained in an interview that each license “is very dependent on copyright, but
it turns it around; on its head. Instead of limiting use, it frees the source code.” Although the
licenses use IPR to force companies and individuals to make the source code freely available,
the legal status of these licenses has yet to be tested in court.136
Intellectual property rights
One question dealt with intellectual property rights on software. This question read as
follows:
3. What are the intellectual property rights on software and what are the
differences between the rights in Europe and the United States?
This report discussed two intellectual property rights in some detail. They are copyrights and
patent rights. Copyrights are rights designed to prevent others from reproducing, distributing
copies, publicly performing, publicly displaying or making derivative versions of the
expression of ideas of the copyright holder. Software is copyrightable in both Europe and
the United States. Problem is that copyright is a weak defense against people who want to
copy software. The reason for this is the ease with which developers can write software
based on other software, but which is not an exact copy and thus falls outside copyright
protection. In a response to this, courts have ruled that not only the source code itself can be
copyrighted but also its structure, sequence and organization.
Patents on software are treated differently in the United States and Europe. A patent is a
temporary monopoly granted by law on technical inventions and engineering solutions. A
patent can be filed on an idea itself, whereas copyright applies to the expression of such an
idea. In the United States it is possible to patent software ideas, algorithms and software as
part of a business process. In Europe the legal situation towards software patents is
ambiguous. An EU directive excludes software “as such” from patents, but leaves “as such”
undefined.
As discussed in this report, IPR on software is sometimes considered too restrictive. Reason
being that in the United States companies can protect the same piece of software with a
patent and copyright.
Tensions between the commons and companies
Question number four addressed the tensions that arise on the border between the
commons and the corporate domain:
The Ivir Institute in Amsterdam is conducting research on the legal status of the licenses. The
research is also part of the ITeR program.
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4. What are the tensions between the way open source and free software
communities deal with intellectual property and the way that companies protect
and use their intellectual property?
Chapter three discussed the fundamental differences between open source and free software
communities and software-developing companies. The differences between the two lead to a
number of threats to the communities. The most important threats originate from IPR,
namely:
•

No access to use patented ideas. Companies patent a large number of ideas. It is
impossible to develop certain applications without using one of the many patented
ideas. That means these applications are unlikely to be developed as part of open
source or free software.

•

Increased risk of infringing patents. The risk of infringing a patent increases with every
idea patented. The mere risk of infringing a patent could halt open source and free
software development. At the very least, this risk raises the transaction costs of open
source and free software development.

Other threats mentioned are the companies hiring core open source and free software
developers, companies free-riding on the efforts of the developers, companies forcing ex
ante performance indicators on the communities and commercialization, which increases the
level of lock-in in communities.
But companies face threats from open source and free software communities as well. There
are two mechanisms that put pressure on companies developing software:
•

The mere availability of open source and free software alternatives. Companies that develop
software depend on sales revenue to pay for the costs of developing software. But
why would a user pay companies when an alternative can be downloaded for free?
How can companies compete with software that can be had for free?

•

The viral character of the GPL. The GPL is one of the licenses used in the
communities, but it does more than just protect the commons. All software that
uses source code from software licensed under the GPL must also be licensed under
the GPL. Companies that use GPL software in their own software are thus required
to make their intellectual property part of the commons as well.

The role of governments
This section tries to answer the fifth and last question of the research:
What regulatory arrangements can deal with the tensions between the corporate model
and the open source and free software development model?
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This research shows how companies have thus far managed to strike a balance between their
goal, which is to make money, and the openness that prevails in open source and free
software communities. Nonetheless, most companies, including some of those referred to in
chapter five, depend on intellectual property rights to earn a profit from software
development. The open source and free software communities, referred to here as ‘the
commons’, and companies have created a frail balance. On one side of this balance are
companies, in which making a profit is the most important value. On the other side of the
scale is the commons, in which openness and knowledge sharing are the most important
values.
But to answer the fifth question and understand the role of governments we need to
understand more than just the current situation. We also need to understand future
developments. Will companies succeed in driving out the communities? Or will free
availability of open source and free software and the viral aspect of the GPL turn out to be
too much of a threat to companies? Based on this research it is hard to predict what the
future will look like. We believe that three scenarios are possible in the future. In the first
scenario, the communities and companies achieve a balance. In the second scenario,
businesses dominate the software market; and in the third scenario, the communities
dominate the software market.
Based on our current understanding of the software market we feel that the goal of
governments should be to maintain a balance between software developed in the commons
and that developed by companies. Consumers of software seem to be best off when the
communities and companies are in balance. In that scenario, companies earn enough to
invest in R&D and develop software that meets the needs of less-skilled users. They are
forced to remain innovative since open source and free software communities threaten to
develop alternatives that can be had for free. The communities, on the other hand, provide
an environment in which consumers can develop software tailored to their own needs. Open
source and free software is therefore especially used and developed in specific niches of the
market. A balance would thus seem to provide an ideal mixture between IP owned by
companies and IP belonging to the commons. What would happen in the second and third
scenario is less clear, but they do pose a number of risks.
The risk of scenario two might be that individual software users have access to a very limited
amount of software. In this scenario, companies have dominated the software market and
driven out most software developed in the commons. They frenetically protect their IP, and
IPR gives them the means to do so. The market would probably be dominated by a few big
companies that have a large pool of software patents. Smaller companies that try to compete
with these large ones are likely to infringe a patent and be sued by the patent holders. The
companies lack competition and therefore lack the incentive to innovate. The level of lock-in
becomes extremely high and customers increasingly depend on the wishes and demands of
the software companies.
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In the third scenario companies have tasted defeat; communities develop most software and
most IP is located in the commons. Graig Mundle, senior vice-president of Microsoft,
explains the risks of this situation:
The OSS development model leads to a strong possibility of unhealthy “forking” of a code
base, resulting in the development of multiple incompatible versions of programs, weakened
interoperability, product instability, and hindering businesses’ ability to strategically plan for
the future. Furthermore, it has inherent security risks and can force intellectual property into
the public domain.137

In other words, governments should make sure that software continues to be developed in
both the communities and companies. What kind of options do they have to prevent the
second or third scenario from becoming reality? How can they maintain a balance between
the two development models?
The first scenario is a balance between the commons and the physical domain. The commons
is strong enough to resist companies’ repeated attempts to privatize public goods. The
balance is not a stable one though, since companies continue to feel threatened by the
communities. That is why they will continue to search for new ways to drive out the
communities. Communities will have to keep evolving to resist threats posed by companies
and their desire to colonize the commons. Governments in this scenario need to ensure that
the balance between the communities and companies is maintained. The role of
governments is primarily that of an observer that steps in before one of the two becomes so
dominant as to be able to drive the other out.
The second scenario is that of businesses dominating the software market. Here the companies
have been successful in destroying and colonizing a large part of the commons. Some
communities might continue to develop software, but their role would be marginal. The
biggest concern here for governments should be to guarantee the future of the commons.
To accomplish that they have two options. The first is to limit the scope and length of
software patents and copyrights, as IPR on software in this scenario is likely to be too strong
and too protective and is at least partly responsible for the weakened condition of the
commons. The second option would be to strengthen the protection mechanisms of the
communities. One way of doing this would be to codify their licenses in law and ensure they
are enforced.
In the third scenario the communities dominate the software market. Apparently the viral
character of the GPL has placed most IP in the commons. The role of governments here
should be to stimulate the corporate model of software development. One way of doing that
is to extend the scope of IPR on software. Governments should also invest in ensuring that
IPR is not infringed. Finally, governments can provide companies with legal means for them
to colonize the commons. For instance, they can make certain that the GPL is not legally
enforceable.
The text was taken from the Internet: http://www.microsoft.com/presspass/exec/craig/0503sharedsource.asp (last visited September 2002).
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Table 6.1 summarizes the differences between the three scenarios and the role of
governments in each.
Table 6.1 – The role of governments in the three scenarios
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Type of scenario
Balance
Business dominating
Position of
communities
Intellectual
property

Scenario 3
Commons
dominating
Dominant

Viable alternative

Marginal

Co-existence of free
availability of IP in
the commons and
protected IP
Checks and balances

Businesses colonize
IP in the commons

Viral licenses
undermine
proprietary IP

Future of the
commons

Role of
governments
concerning IPR

Monitor the stability
of the balance

Role of
governments
concerning open
source and free
software licenses

Passive

Limit scope and
length of software
patents and
copyrights
Codify licenses in
the law

The corporate model
to ensure
investments in R&D
Extend and enforce
software patents and
copyrights

Concern of
governments
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Provide legal means
enabling the
commons to be
colonized
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Samenvatting
In dit rapport staan open source en free software centraal. In recente jaren hebben steeds meer
bedrijven besloten om hun processen met deze software te ondersteunen. Dit mag
verrassend genoemd worden, omdat de software voornamelijk door wereldwijd verspreide
vrijwilligers ontwikkeld wordt, door hobbyisten dus. Een groot deel van deze ontwikkelaars
ontwikkelt software in zogenaamde open source en free software gemeenschappen. Dit rapport
beschrijft de manier waarop software in deze gemeenschappen ontwikkeld wordt en wat de
spanningen zijn met de wijze waarop de meeste bedrijven software ontwikkelen. Het zal
blijken, dat de visie op en omgang met het intellectueel eigendom op software één van de
fundamentele verschillen is tussen beide methoden c.q. modellen van softwareontwikkeling.
De vraag is of beide modellen naast elkaar kunnen blijven voortbestaan, of dat één van de
twee modellen de overhand krijgt en de ander weet te verdrijven.
De volgende vragen lagen aan de basis van het onderzoek:
1. Waarom zijn binnen open source en free software gemeenschappen zoveel
verschillende licenties gecreëerd om het intellectueel eigendom op software te
beschermen, en
a. In welke opzichten verschillen de licenties van elkaar?
b. Welke functies worden uitgedrukt door deze licenties?
c. Wat is de juridische status van deze licenties?
2. Welke invloed hebben de licenties op de organisatie en het innovatief vermogen van
de gemeenschappen?
3. Wat zijn de intellectuele eigendomsrechten op software en hoe verschillen deze in
Europa en de Verenigde Staten?
4. Wat zijn de spanningen tussen de wijze waarop open source en free software
gemeenschappen met het intellectueel eigendom omgaan en de wijze waarop
bedrijven hun intellectueel eigendom beschermen en benutten?
5. Welke juridische- en sturingsarrangementen kunnen de spanningen beheersbaar
maken tussen de wijze waarop gemeenschappen en de wijze waarop bedrijven met
intellectueel eigendom omgaan?
Tien kenmerken van open source en free software gemeenschappen
In hoofdstuk 1 van dit rapport worden tien kenmerken van open source en free software
gemeenschappen beschreven. Het eerste en meest fundamentele kenmerk is, dat de
broncode op de software vrij toegankelijk is. De broncode van software is dat deel van
software dat door een mens gelezen kan worden en waarmee men de werking van de
software kan begrijpen. Zonder de broncode is dat haast onmogelijk. Vrije toegankelijkheid van
broncode stelt ontwikkelaars dus in staat om de software te begrijpen en haar te veranderen.
De meeste open source en free software is door een grote groep aan vrijwilligers ontwikkeld.
Zij hebben verschillende stukjes software geschreven die aan de gehele software is
toegevoegd. Hierdoor bezit iedere ontwikkelaar automatisch het copyright op een stukje van
de hele software. Het eigendom over de gehele software is dus verspreid over een groot
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aantal ontwikkelaars. Gedistribueerd eigendom is het tweede kenmerk van open source en free
software. De vrije toegankelijkheid van de broncode en het gedistribueerde eigendom
verklaren het derde kenmerk, te weten beperkte lock-in. Gedistribueerd eigendom leidt ertoe
dat beslissingen voor de hele hoeveelheid aan software nauwelijks genomen kunnen worden.
Daarnaast heeft iedere ontwikkelaar toegang tot de broncode, waardoor beslissingen door
anderen genegeerd kunnen worden. Met de broncode kunnen en zullen ontwikkelaars de
werking van software begrijpen, haar vervolgens aanpassen en daarmee lock-in tegengaan.
Het vierde en vijfde kenmerk hebben betrekking op de aanwezigheid van resources in de
gemeenschappen. Zo kennen de gemeenschappen een continue instroom van nieuwe mensen, maar
is er een tekort aan geld en hardware. Deze kenmerken leiden tot een grote hoeveelheid aan
alternatieven, er is immers voldoende aanbod van mensen die software kunnen ontwikkelen.
Deze alternatieven zijn vaak ontwikkeld voor oudere hardware, omdat de nieuwste hardware
vaak niet aangeschaft kan worden. Verder wordt tijdens de ontwikkeling van software in veel
gevallen geen rekening gehouden met de wensen van gebruikers die minder kennis van
software en softwareontwikkeling bezitten. De software is in de eerste plaats door en voor
hobbyisten ontwikkeld. Kortom er is een gebrek aan kennis van “domme” gebruikers: het zesde
kenmerk van open source en free software gemeenschappen.
Het is opvallend, dat in de gemeenschappen nauwelijks duidelijk gedefinieerde criteria
gehanteerd worden. Dit is dan ook het zevende kenmerk, te weten open performance maatstaven.
Ook is er een hoge tolerantie voor fouten. Beide kenmerken kunnen worden verklaard door een
gebrek aan collectieve besluitvorming, waarin efficiëntie en kwaliteit vaak wel eenduidig
gedefinieerd zijn. Er vindt binnen de gemeenschappen wel selectie van alternatieven plaats.
Aan de ene kant wordt deze selectie geleid door een esthetisch motief, te weten elegantie.
Selectie op basis van elegantie wordt door veel ontwikkelaars gezien als selectie op basis van een
objectief criterium, waarover nauwelijks discussie kan bestaan. De tweede manier waarop
selectie plaatsvindt en tevens het tiende kenmerk is selectie door professionele attentie. Discussies
over wat de beste oplossing voor een probleem zou kunnen zijn, worden veelal opgelost
door één ontwikkelaar, die een oplossing besluit te ontwikkelen. Aangezien dit de enige
oplossing is, worden op zo’n moment discussies over alternatieven als zinloos ervaren. Deze
vinden dan ook niet of nauwelijks meer plaats.
Hoe de kenmerken leiden tot ontwikkeling van innovatieve software
Eén van de kenmerken van open source en free software gemeenschappen is, dat de
broncode van software vrijelijk beschikbaar wordt gesteld aan een ieder die de broncode wil
inzien. Dit onderscheidt open source en free software van private goederen. Niemand wordt
namelijk van consumptie uitgesloten. Daarnaast heeft iemands consumptie van de software
geen invloed op de hoeveelheid software die voor anderen over blijft. Producten waarvan
niemand kan worden uitgesloten en waarvan consumptie non-rivaal is, zijn publieke
goederen. Open source en free software is dus een publiek goed. Economische literatuur
voorspelt dat publieke goederen te maken hebben met onderproductie. Hoe is het mogelijk
dat gemeenschappen hier schijnbaar geen moeite mee hebben?
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In hoofdstuk 2 worden twee verklaringen gegeven voor dit opmerkelijke feit. Ten eerste zijn
de transactiekosten en de toegangskosten tot de software en de gemeenschappen zeer laag.
De lage kosten kunnen worden verklaard doordat (1) de software en de broncode vrij
toegankelijk zijn, (2) de informatie technologie een laagdrempelige infrastructuur vormt en
(3) gebruikers niet eerst een contract hoeven te tekenen of te onderhandelen om de software
te downloaden of te uploaden. Ten tweede zijn er wel degelijk voordelen te behalen bij het
ontwikkelen van de software. Deze voordelen betreffen geen monetaire inkomsten, maar
voldoen wel in een behoefte van de ontwikkelaars. De in de literatuur meest genoemde
voordelen zijn (1) het verkrijgen van reputatie binnen de gemeenschap, (2) pure lol en (3) het
oplossen van problemen die ontwikkelaars ondervinden bij het gebruiken van de software.
Het feit dat de voordelen van softwareontwikkeling de kosten overtreffen, verklaard waarom
ontwikkelaars wel degelijk gemotiveerd zijn om open source en free software te ontwikkelen.
Het tweede deel van hoofdstuk 2 behandelt innovatie. Zo is een veel geuite vorm van kritiek
op de gemeenschappen, dat zij niet innovatief zouden zijn. Om innovatief te zijn, moet
immers geld worden geïnvesteerd in het onderzoek naar en de ontwikkeling van software.
Ontwikkelaars in de gemeenschappen hebben echter niet de beschikking over geld.
Daarnaast zijn er nauwelijks kwaliteitseisen die op enige manier door een manager of een
projectteam gehandhaafd worden. Ontwikkelaars zijn echter wel degelijk in staat om
innovatieve en kwalitatief hoogwaardige software te ontwikkelen. Dit gebeurt niet door een
rationeel proces van collectieve besluitvorming, maar door een emergent proces van variatie
en selectie.
Innovatie in open source en free software gemeenschappen ontstaat door twee processen die
beide gedreven worden door de beslissingen en het bijbehorende gedrag van de individuele
ontwikkelaars. Ten eerste variatie: ontwikkelaars in de gemeenschappen worden gestimuleerd
om veel variatie te creëren. Een aantal mechanismen is hiervoor verantwoordelijk. Eén van
die mechanismen is vrije toegankelijkheid van de broncode, waardoor iedereen de werking van de
software kan begrijpen en veranderingen kan doorvoeren. Open and ambigue prestatie-indicatoren.
Deze zorgen ervoor, dat ontwikkelaars zich tijdens de ontwikkeling van software niet laten
leiden door van tevoren bepaalde indicatoren. In plaats daarvan ontwikkelen zij software die
aan hun eigen behoefte tegemoet komt. De continue instroom van nieuwe mensen en de lage
toetredingskosten zorgen ervoor, dat de variëteit aan ontwikkelaars en gebruikers zeer groot is.
De verschillende achtergronden leiden tot een grote variëteit aan software die ontwikkeld
wordt.
Ten tweede vindt er in de gemeenschappen emergente selectie van de variëteit plaats. De
allocatie van de professionele aandacht leidt op een geaggregeerd niveau tot een selectie van
variëteit. Er zijn twee mechanismen die deze vorm van selectie verklaren, namelijk tags en
imitatie. Tags zijn kenmerken van ontwikkelaars, gemeenschappen of software, die voor
andere ontwikkelaars herkenbaar zijn. Voorbeelden van tags zijn reputatie en de hoeveelheid
downloads van een bepaald stukje software. Imitatie leidt ertoe dat ontwikkelaars en
gebruikers geneigd zullen zijn om software te downloaden die door een grote hoeveelheid
mensen is gedownload of die door een ontwikkelaar met een hoge reputatie is geschreven.
Tags en imitatie leiden tot positieve feedback die op een geaggregeerd niveau leidt tot de
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selectie van een aantal alternatieven, welke zullen overleven. Minder populaire alternatieven
zullen uiteindelijk verdwijnen.
Het intellectueel eigendomsrecht op software
Hoofdstuk 3 behandelt twee intellectuele eigendomsrechten, te weten copyright en patenten.
Beide rechten proberen twee vaak conflicterende doelen te bereiken. Het eerste doel is het
stimuleren van innovatie. Beide geven auteurs of uitvinders het tijdelijke en exclusieve recht
om anderen van hun creatie uit te sluiten. Dit stelt hen in staat om de vruchten van hun
inspanningen te plukken. Het tweede doel is het stimuleren van kennisuitwisseling. Beide
rechten vereisen namelijk, dat auteurs dan wel uitvinders hun werk openbaar maken. Op die
manier wordt kennisdeling mogelijk gemaakt en worden auteurs en uitvinders gestimuleerd
om te blijven innoveren, anders zijn concurrenten immers in staat om hen voorbij te streven
op het moment, dat het exclusieve recht ten einde loopt. Beide rechten hebben in het
verleden hun bestaansrecht aangetoond. Het is echter geen eenvoudige zaak gebleken om de
rechten op software toe te passen.
Copyright is van toepassing op de uitdrukking van een idee, bijvoorbeeld een boek, en
beschermt de auteur tegen mensen die deze uitdrukking ongevraagd willen kopiëren.
Software is een uitdrukking van een idee, dat vastgelegd is in de broncode van de software.
Als zodanig valt software in zowel Europa als de Verenigde Staten onder het copyright
regime. De ervaring leert echter, dat het kopiëren van software zonder daarbij het copyright
te overtreden, te eenvoudig is. Bedrijven die veel geld hebben geïnvesteerd in de
ontwikkeling van software zijn daarom vaak niet geneigd om de broncode openbaar te
maken.
Patenten hebben betrekking op de idee van een technische uitvinding of oplossing. In tegenstelling
tot copyright heeft de uitvinder niet automatisch een patent op zijn uitvinding, een patent
dient namelijk te worden aangevraagd. In veel gevallen is software een onderdeel van een
technische uitvinding of oplossing. Als zodanig kan men redeneren, dat software met een
patent beschermd dient te worden. In de Verenigde Staten kan de uitvinder om die reden
ook een patent op software verkrijgen. In Europa is de regelgeving op dit vlak ambigu.
Software “als zodanig” is namelijk niet patenteerbaar, het is echter niet geheel duidelijk wat
met “als zodanig” bedoeld wordt.
Er zijn veel stemmen die beweren, dat het intellectueel eigendomsrecht op software de
uitvinder of auteur te veel beschermt. Reden hiervoor is dat in sommige situaties zowel een
patent als copyright op software verkregen kan worden.
Dreiging vanuit bedrijven en het intellectueel eigendomsrecht
Het tweede deel van hoofdstuk 3 gaat over de bedreigingen die bedrijven en het intellectueel
eigendomsrecht vormen voor softwareontwikkeling in open source en free software
gemeenschappen. Eén van die bedreigingen is de mogelijkheid om software te patenteren.
De andere is de manier waarop bedrijven met hun intellectuele eigendom omgaan.
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Veel ontwikkelaars in de gemeenschappen zijn van mening, dat softwarepatenten de grootste
bedreiging vormen voor het voortbestaan van open source en free softwareontwikkeling.
Volgens Richard Stallman is het bijvoorbeeld ondoenlijk om sommige applicaties te
ontwikkelen zonder daarbij op enig moment inbreuk te doen op een patent. Doordat de
meeste ideeën reeds gepatenteerd zijn, wordt het daarom voor de ontwikkelaars haast
onmogelijk om open source en free software te blijven ontwikkelen. Daarnaast is het volgens
Richard Stallman haast ondoenlijk om te weten of op een idee reeds een patent rust. Het is
dus aannemelijk dat ontwikkelaars van een applicatie onbedoeld inbreuk op een patent
maken en door de patenthouder aangeklaagd kunnen worden. Hetzelfde geldt overigens
voor de gebruikers van deze applicatie. De vraag is of gebruikers en ontwikkelaars
gemotiveerd blijven om de software te gebruiken dan wel te ontwikkelen, als zij onbewust
het gevaar lopen om door de patenthouder aangeklaagd te worden.
De andere bedreiging voor gemeenschappen wordt gevormd door bedrijven. Zij behandelen
het intellectueel eigendom van software op een heel andere wijze dan ontwikkelaars in de
open source en free software gemeenschappen. Zij proberen, door bijvoorbeeld strategisch
gebruik te maken van het intellectueel eigendomsrecht, zoveel mogelijk geld aan de
ontwikkeling van software te verdienen. Winst als drijfveer leidt tot een geheel andere
inrichting van softwareontwikkeling. Zo is er veel nadruk op efficiëntie, kwaliteit, lock-in en
het privé houden van de broncode. Voor de open source en free software gemeenschappen
bestaat het gevaar, dat bedrijven deze wijze van werken ook aan de ontwikkelaars kunnen
opleggen. Het is de verwachting dat deze wijze van werken in de gemeenschappen averechts
werkt en uiteindelijk tot de ondergang van open source en free softwareontwikkeling leidt.
Verdedigingsmechanismen van de gemeenschappen
Aan de ontwikkeling van software in open source en free software liggen drie institutionele
condities ten grondslag, namelijk vrije toegankelijkheid van broncode, gedistribueerd eigendom en
beperkte lock-in. De vrije toegankelijkheid van broncode zorgt ervoor, dat er continu mensen
blijven instromen en dat een grote variëteit gecreëerd wordt. Gedistribueerd eigendom zorgt
ervoor, dat niemand de broncode van een bepaalde applicatie of besturingssysteem bezit en
de verdere ontwikkeling kan sturen of de broncode in de toekomst voor anderen kan
afsluiten. De geringe lock-in garandeert gedeeltelijk de grote mate aan variëteit die
noodzakelijk is voor innovatie. In hoofdstuk 4 worden drie verdedigingsmechanismen
behandeld, die binnen open source en free software gemeenschappen zijn ontwikkeld om de
institutionele condities tegen de dreiging van bedrijven en het intellectuele eigendomsrecht te
beschermen.
De eerste groep aan mechanismen bestaat uit open source en free software licenties. Ondanks de
grote variëteit aan licenties binnen de gemeenschappen, kunnen de meeste licenties
teruggevoerd worden naar twee basislicenties. De eerste is de BSD licentie. Deze licentie is
aan de universiteit van Berkeley ontstaan en stelt feitelijk dat iedereen de software mag
gebruiken, veranderen en distribueren. Aan het gebruik, de verandering en de distributie van
BSD software zijn nauwelijks restricties verbonden. Deze licentie dient twee doelen. Ten
eerste zorgt zij ervoor, dat de software inclusief bijbehorende broncode voor iedereen
toegankelijk is. Ten tweede kunnen bedrijven de software aanpassen en verkopen, zonder
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dat zij de broncode van hun aangepaste versie openbaar hoeven te maken. Volgens veel
ontwikkelaars is dit de beste licentie, omdat zij bedrijven en individuen de kans geeft om
winst te maken met de software. Volgens hen is het ondoenlijk om winst te maken, wanneer
de licentie bedrijven en individuen zou verplichten om de broncode van de aangepaste versie
openbaar te maken.
De tweede licentie is de GPL. Bij software die met deze licentie beschermd is, is gebruik,
aanpassing en distributie van de software ook toegestaan. De GPL heeft echter twee
belangrijke verschillen met de BSD licentie. Zo valt alle software die GPL software bevat,
ook automatisch onder de GPL licentie. Daarnaast stelt de licentie dat bij distributie van
GPL software de broncode vrij toegankelijk dient te zijn. Er wordt vaak gesteld, dat de GPL
een viraal karakter heeft. Het virale karakter doelt op het feit, dat op alle software die GPL
software bevat automatisch de GPL van toepassing wordt. Software waarvan voorheen de
broncode afgesloten was, valt op die manier onder de GPL en hiervan dient de broncode vrij
toegankelijk gemaakt te worden.
De tweede groep aan verdedigingsmechanismen bestaat uit een groot aantal stichtingen. Deze
stichtingen verdedigen het belang van de individuele wijdverspreide ontwikkelaars bij onder
meer bedrijven en overheden. Eén van de stichtingen die opgericht is, is de FSF. Zij beheren
de inhoud van de GPL. Ondanks de onduidelijke juridische status van de GPL, is de FSF,
volgens eigen zeggen in staat om naleving van de GPL af te dwingen. Informele druk
vervangt hierbij een formele procedure met een rechtszaak.
De derde groep aan mechanismen wordt gevormd door strategieën die door zowel de
ontwikkelaars als de stichtingen worden toegepast. Eén van de strategieën is het vroeg
publiceren van innovatieve software. Het zou immers zo kunnen zijn, dat iemand anders dan
de ontwikkelaar van die software besluit om een patent op de software aan te vragen. De
aanwezigheid van prior art leidt ertoe dat het patent niet rechtsgeldig is.
Bedreigingen voor bedrijven
Hoofdstuk 4 beargumenteert verder, dat bedrijven ook bedreigd worden door open source
en free software gemeenschappen. Deze dreiging ontstaat op twee manieren. De eerste
bedreiging wordt gevormd door de aanwezigheid van gratis alternatieven. Alleen de toegang tot
software die gratis van het internet te downloaden is, is al een bedreiging voor commercieel
ontwikkelde software. Veel gebruikers zullen immers geneigd zijn om hun keuze te baseren
op de prijs en in dat geval zal commercieel ontwikkelde software altijd het onderspit delven.
De tweede bedreiging is het virale karakter van de GPL. Bedrijven kunnen immers geen GPL
software in hun eigen software integreren, zonder de broncode van die software te moeten
vrijgeven. Bedrijven kunnen de GPL ook niet met geld afkopen of op een andere manier het
virale karakter ontduiken.
Hybride bedrijfsstrategieën op het grensvlak met de gemeenschappen
Eén manier om met de bedreiging van open source en free software gemeenschappen om te
gaan, is dat bedrijven allerlei mechanismen ontwikkelen die tegen de dreigingen bescherming
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moeten bieden. Hoofdstuk 5 bespreekt echter, dat er ook andere mogelijkheden zijn om met
de gemeenschappen en haar verdedigingsmechanismen om te gaan. Open source en free
software ontwikkelaars ontwikkelen namelijk veel kwalitatief hoogwaardige en innovatieve
software, die door bedrijven gratis benut kan worden. Waar eerst investeringen nodig waren
om de software te ontwikkelen, kan nu een groot gedeelte van de software simpelweg van
het internet gedownload worden. Zowel software ontwikkelingsbedrijven, als hardware fabrikanten
en commerciële gebruikers hebben hybride strategieën gevonden om met deze software geld te
verdienen. Daarnaast zijn zij voor de gemeenschappen een belangrijke bron van innovatie.
Zo investeren zij bijvoorbeeld in de ontwikkeling van open source en free software en
doneren zij hardware aan open source en free software ontwikkelaars. Deze bedrijven
hanteren daarbij een unieke set aan strategieën.
Sommige software ontwikkelingsbedrijven hebben open source en free software geadopteerd
en verkopen de software aan hun klanten. Door de software op maat te maken, zijn zij in
staat geld te vragen voor iets, dat ook gratis te verkrijgen is. De strategieën die zij daarbij
hebben toegepast zijn op zijn minst uniek te noemen. Zo heeft het bedrijfje Trolltech haar
software onder de GPL uitgebracht. Iedereen kan dus gratis deze software downloaden en
op de eigen computer installeren. Omdat Trolltech al het intellectueel eigendom van de
software bezit, kan zij naast de GPL versie ook een versie van de software zonder de GPL
uitbrengen. Deze versie is identiek aan de GPL versie. Bedrijven zijn bereid om Trolltech
veel geld te betalen voor het gebruik van de software zonder de GPL. Reden hiervoor is het
virale karakter van de GPL. Gebruik van de GPL versie zou betekenen dat een groot
gedeelte van de eigen ontwikkelde software ook onder de GPL zou vallen en dus de
broncode vrijgegeven zou moeten worden. Een andere strategie is het creëren van een eigen
softwareontwikkelingslijn. Covalent bijvoorbeeld heeft naast de officiële open source versie
van de Apache software een eigen versie van Apache. Ten aanzien van de eigen versie kan
Covalent wel duidelijke performance maatstaven formuleren en meer sturen op efficiency.
Eens in de zoveel tijd synchroniseert Covalent haar versie met de versie van Apache.
Hardware fabrikanten zijn voornamelijk geïnteresseerd in de verkoop van zoveel mogelijk
hardware. Normaal gesproken betaalt een klant voor de hardware en software die op de
hardware geïnstalleerd kan worden. Bij open source en free software is de software gratis.
Een gebruiker hoeft dus minder te betalen voor het totaal aan hardware en software, mits de
hardware compatibel is met open source en free software. Om dit voor mekaar te krijgen,
zijn hardwarefabrikanten bereid om: (1) ontwikkelaars uit de gemeenschappen in te huren
om open source en free software te schrijven, waardoor hun hardware compatibel wordt en
(2) hun hardware aan ontwikkelaars te doneren, zodat zij hopelijk de benodigde software
schrijven.
De laatste groep aan bedrijven dat open source en free software heeft geadopteerd, zijn
commerciële gebruikers van de software. Ook zij ontwikkelen open source en free software.
Eén van de redenen is, dat de software niet precies datgene doet wat zij willen dat het doet.
Op dat moment kunnen zij zelf de software schrijven, ook commerciële gebruikers hebben
immers toegang tot de broncode. Vaak zullen zij de software aan de gemeenschappen
doneren, omdat zij dan in de toekomst minder moeite hoeven te doen om een nieuwe versie
van de software inclusief de eigen verbetering te installeren.
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Een antwoord op de eerste vier vragen
Hoofdstuk 6 van dit rapport geeft tenslotte een korte antwoord op de vragen die aan de
basis lagen van dit onderzoek. De eerste twee vragen hadden betrekking op de open source en
free software licenties. Deze luidden als volgt:
1. Waarom zijn binnen open source en free software gemeenschappen zoveel
verschillende licenties gecreëerd om het intellectueel eigendom op software te
beschermen, en
a. In welke opzichten verschillen de licenties van elkaar?
b. Welke functies worden uitgedrukt door deze licenties?
c. Wat is de juridische status van deze licenties?
2. Welke invloed hebben de licenties op de organisatie en het innovatief vermogen van
de gemeenschappen?
Het is gebleken, dat de licenties vooral zijn ontstaan als een reactie op de bedreigingen die
bedrijven voor de gemeenschappen vormen. Twee licenties vormen het fundament voor de
andere licenties, deze zijn de BSD licentie en de GPL. Beide licenties en hun invloed op de
organisatie en het innovatief vermogen van de gemeenschappen zijn in hoofdstuk 4
besproken. Ondanks dat de licenties gebaseerd zijn op copyright, is het maar zeer de vraag
of bijvoorbeeld het virale karakter van de GPL stand houdt in een rechtszaak.
3. Wat zijn de intellectuele eigendomsrechten op software en hoe verschillen deze in
Europa en de Verenigde Staten?
4. Wat zijn de spanningen tussen de wijze waarop open source en free software
gemeenschappen met het intellectueel eigendom omgaan en de wijze waarop
bedrijven hun intellectueel eigendom beschermen en benutten?
Deze twee vragen worden uitvoerig in hoofdstuk 3 behandeld. Zo is gebleken, dat
voornamelijk patenten een grote bedreiging vormen voor het voortbestaan van
softwareontwikkeling in open source en free software gemeenschappen. In hoofdstuk 4 is
verder besproken hoe vooral de GPL een grote dreiging is voor de bedrijven en de wijze
waarop zij met intellectueel eigendom omgaan.
Vraag 5: de rol van de overheid
Hoofdstuk 6 geeft tenslotte een antwoord op de laatste vraag:
5. Welke juridische- en sturingsarrangementen kunnen de spanningen beheersbaar
maken tussen de wijze waarop gemeenschappen en de wijze waarop bedrijven met
intellectueel eigendom omgaan?
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Het moet duidelijk zijn geworden, dat de manier waarop software ontwikkeld wordt in open
source en free software gemeenschappen, fundamenteel verschilt met de manier waarop dit
in bedrijven gebeurt. Op dit moment bestaan beide methoden nog naast elkaar. Het is echter
goed denkbaar dat in de toekomst één van de twee methoden de ander verdrijft. Wij zijn
echter van mening, dat een evenwicht tussen beide methoden de meest wenselijke situatie
voor de overheid is. Zij hebben namelijk hun eigen voordelen en oefenen een dempende
werking uit op de negatieve kenmerken van de ander. In de toekomst zijn drie scenario’s
denkbaar, die een andere rol van de overheid en andere juridische- en sturingsarrangementen
vereisen, opdat het evenwicht bewaard blijft.
Het eerste scenario is een evenwicht tussen softwareontwikkeling in open source en free
software gemeenschappen en softwareontwikkeling in bedrijven. Bedrijven zullen zich in
deze situatie bedreigd blijven voelen en blijven op zoek naar nieuwe manieren om de
gemeenschappen te verdrijven. In reactie daarop worden binnen de gemeenschappen nieuwe
mechanismen ontwikkeld, die mogelijk een extra bedreiging voor bedrijven vormen. In dit
scenario is de rol van de overheid vooral een afwachtende. De overheid draagt zorg voor een
voortdurend evenwicht tussen bedrijven en gemeenschappen.
Tabel S.1 – De rol van de overheid in drie scenario’s
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Omschrijving van Balans
Bedrijven zijn
dominant
scenario
Positie van de
Een goed alternatief
Marginaal
gemeenschappen
Intellectueel
Naast elkaar bestaan
Bedrijven
eigendom
van vrij toegankelijk
koloniseren het
en beschermd
intellectueel
intellectueel
eigendom
eigendom
Belang van
Checks and balances Toekomst van de
overheid
gemeenschappen
Rol overheid ten
Bewaken van de
Beperken van bereik
balans
en duur van
aanzien van
intellectueel
intellectueel
eigendomsrecht
eigendomsrecht op
software
Rol overheid ten
Passief
Codificeren van
aanzien van open
licenties en toezien
source and free
op naleving ervan
software licenties

Scenario 3
Gemeenschappen
zijn dominant
Dominant
Virale licenties
ondermijnen
bescherming van het
intellectueel
eigendom
Toekomst van
bedrijven
Uitbreiden en toezien
op naleving van het
intellectueel
eigendomsrecht op
software
Aanbieden van
juridische middelen
om intellectueel
eigendom te
koloniseren

In het tweede scenario hebben de bedrijven softwareontwikkeling in de gemeenschappen
weten te verdrijven. De rol van de gemeenschappen is marginaal geworden. Om de balans te
herstellen heeft de overheid de beschikking over een aantal arrangementen. Zo is het
aannemelijk dat het intellectueel eigendomsrecht een te sterke bedreiging vormde voor
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softwareontwikkeling in de gemeenschappen. Het limiteren van het bereik en de duur van
zowel copyright als patenten kan de positie van de bedrijven verzwakken en de
gemeenschappen een nieuwe kans geven. Daarnaast is momenteel de status van de licenties
en met name de GPL, onduidelijk. Codificering en toezicht op de naleving van de licenties
zorgen ervoor, dat de gemeenschappen beter beschermd zijn tegen bedrijven.
In het derde scenario delven de bedrijven het onderspit. De open source en free software
gemeenschappen hebben de waarde van intellectueel eigendom op software effectief weten
te vernietigen. In dit scenario dient de overheid bedrijven extra te stimuleren. Dit kan door
middel van versterking van het intellectuele eigendomsrecht op software. Daarnaast kan zij
extra investeren in het toezicht op naleving van het intellectuele eigendomsrecht. Een andere
mogelijkheid is om de verdedigingsmechanismen van de open source en free software
gemeenschappen te verminderen. Zo zou de overheid juridische middelen kunnen creëren
die bedrijven in staat stelt om het intellectueel eigendom in gemeenschappen te
“koloniseren”, oftewel te claimen en af te schermen. De drie scenario’s en de bijbehorende
rol van de overheid is weergegeven in tabel S.1.
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